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Southern Illinois University <' 2arGundaie 
City receives 
safer crossing 
By Ir8,18 Oploh 
Staff Writer 
c1~r!,~~~: to~r~m~~ 
munity, the city and the 
Illinois Central Railroad 
united to make the pedestrian 
railroad crossing on the north 
side of Grand Avenue sater, a 
specialist .. t the Center for 
Independent Living said 
The materia that partially 
encased the crossing was 
c.-onstructed of wood and e:r 
snaled wheelchairs, Ed 
Reeder, Carbondale's director 
of public wons, said. 
"This created a hazard for 
the heavy traffic of disabled 
individuals at the crossing," 
Reeder said. 
Wheelchair users .vere 
getting their front wheels 
stuck and sometimes flipping 
forv'J'.rd onto the track", 
Pau.iette Subka of the Center 
for Independent Living, said. 
The wood was replaced 
Tuesday with rubberized 
lnaterial similar to that used 
on the railroad crossing on 
College Street. 
"Several groups at various 
points had made the Illinois 
Departmem of Transportation 
a'\'a.e that the crossing was a 
problem," Subka said. 
Disabled Student Services, 
Partr.e~hip for Progressive 
ApDroaches .. 0 Disability 
Issues, the Center for In-
dividual Livi'lg and private 
individuals voiced their 
cmlcerns. 
The city and the Illinois 
Department oI 'lransrortati'lD 
inquired as to how the crossing 
sho..Jld be reconsb~cted, 
Subkasaid. 
Wheelchair users often use 
the street crossing on College 
Street instead of thc 
pedestrian crossing because it 
is constructed oI the rulr 
btrized material and is not as 
rou~ Subka said. 
Grand A venu~ will be the 
only pedestrian Prossing in 
Ca.·bondale that has the 
rubberized material. 
The gap thal produces the 
problem is on the inside of the 
rau where the train wheel is 
widest, Reeder said. 
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Illinois Central RalIOld CO. worIIers InstaD new n.mber pads at the 
railroad crossing on Grand Ave. Tuesday. 
Addition 
to library 
pending 
8yLlsa Miller 
Staff Writer 
If the tioard oI Trustees 
approves, the University could 
gain a $59.6 million annex to 
Morris Library in the next five 
to six years. . 
In the first planning stages, 
the university is requesting an 
initial $1 million to put the 
plans into motion, David 
Grobe, director oI facilities 
and planning, said. 
This money will allow the 
University to hire an ar-
chitectural firm, Grobe said. 
During fiscal year 1991, the 
University would then ask for 
the remainder of the money to 
hire a construction company. 
Grobe said he wasn't sure 
where the anne~ would be 
p~.~ architectural firm will 
probably help us decide the 
best place to put the annex," 
Grobe said. "Wherever it is, it 
will· be close to the present 
building." 
The building would be about 
340,000 gross square feet and 
See~Page5 
Student refines testing.,-",S,up~r:intel1dent:I~: hike 
for blood type of rapists temporary aid tooouc8tion 
By Richar;i Goldstein 
Staff Writer 
Forensic scientists were 
romanticized in the 
telev'.sion series "Quincy," 
in which the lead character 
was a heroic medical 
examiner who risked his life 
each week to catch the bad 
guys. 
But a University student, 
who was an intern in thE' 
Illinois Forensic Science 
Laboratory, likened the 
work of a fore.1Sic scientist 
~h~~~~cth: ~~~~ Sam, 
Mil;e Russell, a twentv-
six-year-old biological 
science major, worked in 
the laboratory in the spring 
and summer of 1988 and his 
project consisted of refining 
a test most ofkn used to 
determine the blood type oI 
suspected rapists. 
·~···M6_ii;;i 
'.' ·~~~~fjQ··~ij~~fi>.~;; 
hav~;ycyj~ty~f.~cts··· 
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$portSprograms 
get increased budget 
.,;....Sports20 
The test, called the air 
sorption inhibition test, 
takes advantage of the fact 
that 70 percent oI the 
popula tion excretes 
chemicals into tileir semen, 
saliva and sweat. which can 
be analyzed to determine 
blood type, Russell said. 
The~fore, Russell said, 
when a tape or murder is 
committoo, the crime scene 
and clothing of the Victim is 
searched for signs of body 
fluid that can be used tlJ 
identify the perpetrator. 
Russell said a bed sheet 
upon which a rape occurred 
would be analyzed for body 
fluids. For instance, the 
sectio" of the sheet with a 
semen stain would be 
placed in a solution that 
removes the semen from 
the cloth. 
See FORENSIcs, Page 5 
By John Walblay between local governments 
Staff Writer and education. 
The tw~year income tax the Ma~ttdi~c!!~ef=~ty': 
increase, which gave Illinois district will receive will be 
education a boost, will allow 
many school districts to climb consumed by proposed salary 
f . 1 h I hil increases for the next year. out of inancIa 0 es, w e to "The money is much ap-
others it will only provide preciated," Martin said, "but 
te~~i=c~m is that it if it's only for the next two 
is for only two years," Reid years, it doesn't allow for 
anything extra with the money 
Martin, superintendent for going toward salaries." 
Carbondale District 165, said. "I think the legislators were 
"U's really difficult to work rather short-sighted with 
with expenses and teachers this," Martin said. . 
when you can only illan for that 
periodoitime." , John Hawkins, assistant 
Martin said, included in the . regional superintendent for 
total, he estimates his district Jackson and Perry C'lUJlties, 
will receive approxi~.3tely said many of the school 
$180,000 in additional funding districts will use the additional 
from the tw~year, 20 percent funding for capital in-
income tax increase <'.rested vestments rather than salary 
by House Speaker Michael increases. 
Madigan and Sen. Philip Rock, He also said he believed the 
D-Oak Park. increases were closer to the 
The plan was designed to projections for expenditures 
divide revenue from the tax made by the districts. 
"Although they were not to 
the dollar, they were fairly 
close," he said. 
Hawkins agreed that, with 
:l:s~c~w:ifi~ 6ei:~f;;~ 
look at the long-term projects 
and expenditures because the 
money may not be available 
beyond the allotted two years. 
"There is no guarantee the 
money will be there in two 
Y':8rs, .~o ther need to spend 
WISely, hesald.. . , 
Hawkins said the region will 
receive $2,738,948 in additional 
funding this year. He said the 
district had expected to 
receive an additional$l,839,502 
without the Madigan-Rock tax 
increase. 
The region includt:S the 15 
scbool districts within Jackson 
and Perry counties. 
Mike Mugge, superintendent 
oI Murpbysboro District 186, 
also believes the tax increase 
See SCHOOlS, Page 5 
Health official reports rabid bat in Gorham 
By Richard Goldstein 
SlaffWriler 
Jackson County Animal and 
Rabies Control officer Lloyd 
Nelson said Tuesday that a bat 
iound near Gorham is infected 
with rabies and warned people 
and their pets to keep clear of 
grounded and day-flying bats. 
Nelson said a man two miles 
south of Gorham, west of 
Carbo<ldale. fouad his dog 
playing with a bat Sunday 
afternoon and killed the bat. 
Nelson said the Illinois 
Department of Public Health 
laborat.ory in Carbondale 
found Tursday that the bat 
was infected with the rabies 
virus. 
This is the second rabid bat 
found in Jackson County m a 
little more than a month, with 
the first found in Carbondale 
city limits, but Nelson said 
neither the population of bats 
nor the number of bats that 
might have rabies in the area 
is known. 
He said people and pets 
should be kept away from bats 
spotted during the day or on 
the ground "nd an animal 
conl:ol agency should be 
contacted. 
To prevent the spread of 
rabies, Nelson said to make 
sure cat and dog vaccinations 
are updated and to report 
stray or unwanted animals to 
animal control or the humane 
shelter. 
Nelson said the dog that was 
playing with the bat near 
Gorha.m was up-to-date on its 
rabies shots, but will be 
quarantined for 30 days as a 
preclttJtionary measure. 
R.::bies affects the central 
nervous system of mallunals 
and is -ctlaracterized by 
See BAT, Page 5 
GU$ says maybe the recent 
hype over Batman has made 
:ocal bats rablng mad. 
-
.. "'STEREO 
Only 
$17900pr. 
Advent Baby II 
Bookshelf 
Speakers 
Eastgate Shopping Center Carbondale 
SUMl\llER 
ZIPPING 
BY? 
No tan-time to lose?! Need to be back pool-
side to get the otl1er side? Come into Zipps 
and throw down a delicious 99¢ burger, crispy 
fries, and ice-cold bucket of Coke.<8 
And hurry back 
for that encore 
"Swan Dive" -
They're waiting. 
709 S. Illinois 
3~ 
COPIES 
COLLATING AT NO CHARGE 
(Auto-Fed 8 1 12x 11. 20# Bond) 
(Minimum 1 DO copies) 
should be copy· ready 
EgY'ptian Ph010 & Copies 
717 S. Illinois Ave·Carbondale 
529-1439 
TOBACCONISTS 
Gifts for the 
discriminating smoker 
& non-smoker alike 
451-2436 
ruE AMERICAN HEART 
ASS<Ll.AllON 
MEMORIAL PR<LRJUiI., 
~
TIus space P<OYIded as a publIC service. 
THE DEPAKTMENT OfTHEATE~&SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
PR£SENTS 
SUMMEK PLAYHOUSE '89 
PERI=ORMANCES 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY - 8:00 
SUND~ 'y 2:00 MATINEE 
BOX OFFICE HOURS 
10:00 AM TO 4:30 PM 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
453·3001 
TICKET PRICES: PER SHOW 
ADULT $8 
SR. CITIZEN OVER 64 $7 
CHILDREN UNDER 12 $6 
S.I.U. STUDENT $4 
WITH VALID SUMMER I.D 
~.ii_iti~~ 
world Ination 
Bush speech rallies spirit 
of Solidarity supporters 
GJ;)ANSK, :Poland -(UPI~ - Outside the shipyards where thE 
Solidarity movement was born, President Bush rallied the spirit 
of the Polish people Tuesday, declaring that after years of tur· 
moil and doubt; hope and freedom are flowering and "the dream 
is alive." "Your time has come," Bush told Solidarity supporten 
at the gates of the Lenin Shipyard; a symbol of the Polish reform 
movement "It is P:liand's time of possibilities, its time oj 
responsibility, its time of destiny." . 
Bush sees a changed and changing Hungary 
BUDAPEST, Hungary <UPO - Hungarian leaders welcomed 
President Bush Tuesday with assurances they are committed tc 
the social and economic changes tranforming their nation, and 
Bush replied with a pledge to "work with Hungary." Bush, 
whose arrival was marked by driving rain and gusty winds. 
carried a message of support for political liberalization and 
economic expansion similar to the theme he struck during his 
visit to Poland. 
Bush: Peace. Corps group to go to Hungary 
WASHINGTON <UPl) - President Bush, in an unprecedented 
move, will announce Wednesday that a Peace Corps contingent 
will go to Hungary, U.s. officials said Tuesday. It will be.thefirst 
time in history that a Peace Corps group will be sent to any 
European country and the first time in the 28-year history of the 
Peace Corps that a contingent will be sent to a communist 
country. 
Gay rights activists anested during AIDS protest 
WASHINGTON (UP!) - Thirteen gay rights activists were 
arrested after 10 of them chained themselves to entrances of City 
Hall, urging the city to release funds for AIDS patients, police 
said Tuesday. District of Columbia police cut the chains, and 
arrested six men and four women for disorderly conduct after 
they blocked the entrance to the building. The city council was 
meeting in the building for its final session of the summer. I 
D.C. Council shelves handgun bill indefinitely J 
WASHINGTON -<UPI) - .... 'rh~Distriet· of Columbf1to "d~Ulyed If 
indefinitely TtIeMi'y a'ilnaJ vote on legislation that' would hold 
handgun manufacturers liable for injuries or dea~ caused by ! 
their use in the nation's capitalThe move came a day after ~I'.·' Walter Fauntroy, the district's non-voting delegate to Congress, 
sent a two-page letter to the council in which he warned the bill 
would probably meet a hostile reception Congress and could 
increase congressional intervention in city affairs. 
Mayor cites Detroit as 'chief victim' of racism 
DETROIT <UPI) - Mayor Coleman Young, citing Detroit as the ; .• ~
nation's chief victim of racist abandonmt'nt, told the NAACP :~ 
Tuesday its pursuit of freedom faces challenges as strong as r 
when it was founded 80 years ago. Young, elected Detroit's first 
black mayor in 1973, said blacks who ~ into Detroit to fill 
the automobile plants were "seeking JObs and freedom." Now, 
he said, jobs are moving out of the cuuntry and "freedom is being It. 
undermined by the Supreme Court" and by policies of former 
President Reagan. 
state 
Federal judge continues 
coal hearing until Friday 
ALTON, Ill. (lIPI) - A U.S. District judge Tuesday heard 
arguments on a request for a temporary restraining order that 
could send striking Illinois coal miners back to work, and then 
continued the hearing until Friday. A clerk for Judge William L. 
Beatty said the union asked Tuesday to have the judge dismiss 
the motion for the order. Several Illinois coal companies have 
filed complaints with the The National I.abor Relations Board 
~lleging unfair labor practices because of the strike. 
The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers SPOI 
an mor they can caLl 536-3311, extension Z33 or 229. 
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Psychic tells client's futures 
in crystal ball, palms, cards 
Kooldudes 
Seven-year-old David BaJTett, light, he~ hiS twin brother, 
John, count the profits from their Kool-Ald stand on the 
comer 01 So.Jth QakJand and West Schwartz streets as their 
4-year-old brother, DanIeI,Iooks on. 
County seeks council 
in possible jail law suit 
The Jackson County Miller said he would assist 
Building Commission will seek Finch in his analysis of con-
outside legal council over a tracts relating to the jail, and 
possible law suit concerning the settling of the southeast 
the new Jackson County Jail, comer of the jail floor would be 
which has been plauged with investig..ted along with other 
construction problems. areas for possible com-
Because he could be c~lled pensation to the county. 
as a witness in a possible court 
case, Gary Miller, the building .Richard A. Ligon, the 
commission's attorney, was. building commission's 
passed over for· Anna secretary said Finch is 
Jonesboro attorney R. scheduled to present a report 
Corydon Finch. on his findings August 2. 
. . 
By Mlcki D.lhau~e McGowan 
~taffWriter 
The psychic reading room is 
in a closet. Statues of Jesus 
Christ, the virgin Mary and 
other Christian statues sit on 
the floor and on a card table. 
In the middle of the card 
table :;its a crystal ball, resting 
in a gold colored stand. The 
crystal ball is clear. It does not 
look like anything ex-
traordinary. 
Looking into a crystal ball, 
reading a person's palm, or 
feeling the vibrations of cards 
are ways psychic reader Helen 
Taylor, from Carterville, says 
she can tell a person's future. 
Some of the areas Taylor 
predicts include what people's 
love lives will be like, what 
they will choose as a career, 
what they will accomplish in 
the future and the number of 
children they will have. 
For Taylor and many other 
people, the crystal ball holds 
the past, present and future. 
"I gaze into the crystal ball 
and I meditate on it," Taylor 
said. 
She said she concentrates on 
her client so she can read the 
crystal ball. "Visions appear 
to me about anything about the 
person I am reading for," 
Taylor said. 
The most complete in-
formation is obtained from 
reading the crystal ball, she 
said. 
Tarot cards are her second 
best source for· psychic 
reading, Taylor said. There 
are 52 cards in the deck. They 
have different types of pic-
tures on them aoo some have 
numbers. 
Although some people 
believe the cards represent 
particular events in their 
future, she said the cards 
mean something different for 
each person she reads for. 
Taylor said her client picks 
seven cards. "I get vibrations 
from the cards and I con-
centrate on them," she said, 
adding that the cards send her 
messages about her client. 
;I 
I 
help people. If there is 
something bad in her client's 
future, she said she tells the 
client so that "they could be on 
the watch out for it and 
prevent it." 
Taylor said she sometimes 
counsels people with 
problems. 
"If they are going through a 
divorce, I could bring them 
back together through coun-
seling, " she said. Her third type of psychic 
reading, palm reading, tells Taylor's prices range from 
her the least information of the $25 for a palm reading up to $75 
three, she said. for reading the cards or 
Taylor said wben she reads crystal ball. She would not tell 
palms "I read both hands how much she charges for beca~ they both give dif- counseling. 
ferent information. Most lines TaJ!or inherited her talent 
tell a lot, but some don't mean for palm reading from her 
anything." ... mother, she said. Her great-
Taylor said she became a .. grandmother also was a palm 
psychic reader so she could reader. . 
Celebrity Series to include a wide variety of acts"_,, ',. 
By Therese LlYlngston range." played by the entire ensemble. the classic 1962 Edward A lhee 1960's. . 
EntertalnmentEditor Theeventsscbeduledare: The program also will be playtoSoutbemlllinois. _Arlo Gutbrie, 8 p.m., Sept. 17 
Under the heading, &"rbe _TheatreFan&8.stique,8p.m., signed for the bearing im- _Judy ColliDs. 8 p.m., Marcb Tbe famed folk-rock 
Nov. 3 pared. Special seating near the 24 . balladeer brings the next verse 
.Cboice is Yours," Shryock This Paris-based companr mterpreter is availabi .. upon Returning to Shryock for th~ to Alice's Restaurant in a solo 
Auditorium has 3nnounced the presents a surreal, multi- request. first time in seven years, this\ acoustic concert. 
roster for its 198?-90 Celebrity I _... of rf S' J t· g ·t Seri co On, ... piece pe ormance - ummlt, 7 p.m., an. 28 ve eran SID er-songwrl er : 
es. art under ultraviolet lighting. The first and only large blends her own brand of folk, .. -Queen Ida and the Bon 
Originally an academic _Waves, 8 p.m., Nov. 13 brass ensemble in the country, art song and pop i<voms into Temp!i Zydeco Band, 8 p.m., 
program, but now under the Combining jazz, ballet and the group's style encompases a her music and her stage Oct. 14 
direction of the Auditorium, modern dance with the vital wide variety of styles from performance. This band describes their 
the series is in its 23rd year. It energies of street dance and baroque to dixieland jazz. -Ohio Ballet, 8 p.m., March 28 style as "good-times gumbo 
includes a wide variety of acts the martial arts, this troupe is -West Side Story, 8 p.m., Feb. Combining the lyric warmth music." 
designed .to enhance tbe self-determined cultural 12 and emotion of the Romarttic ~dtur~ lif~~e ~%~~ emissaries who share the This classic, critically- t:i~ ~d th:iu occa~onal 
Director Bob Cerchio said. belief that life is a celebration acclaimed, Broadway smash thisus~n som~ togng mthe ern, 
The selection of the acts in through their performance. I b oupe pu e r an rtbaevI~Ved icSontaCums· rresnutcY hitseinags innovative dance experience. 
_Gillian Weir, Concert 
Organist,8 p.m. Oct. 20 
Balcony seating opposite the 
Reuter organ is recommended 
for this celebrated concert 
organists' performance. 
Playing the powerful organ 
that has been a fixture of the 
Auditorium for years, Weir 
will demonstrate her rich. 
powerful style. 
the series is a year-long, three- _Amabl and The Night :h _Dreamgirls, 8 p.m., April 21 
step process. Cerchio said. Visitors. 8 p.m. Dec. I "Maria," "I Feel Pretty," and Created by the late Michael 
Cerchio said he and the Recommended for all ages, "Tonight." Bennett of A Chorus Line 
Auditorium staff investigate this one-act seasonal musical _Who's Afraid crl Virginia fame, this fast-p;~ced musical 
the hundreds of acts available will be preceded by Christmas WooU? 8 p.m., Feb. 2.'3 gives the audience a look at the 
during the year, narrowing Around The World, which will New York's Alley Theatre changes, images and fortunes 
down the field "to a workable consist of carols sung and troupe brings their version of made from the music of the 
There's only one way 
to come out ahead 
of the pack. 
t HAmerlcan Heart V Association 
. \NffiE FIGHTIN3 Fa< 
'ICXJR UFE 
Locally Owned And 
Operated. Good, 
Quality Food. 
OPEN 
24 
HOOitS 
7 Days A Week 
600 S. Illinois Ave. 549-2022 
t ................. ""' .................... ~ 
I T -BIRDS ~ 
I ~ 
IBeat The Heat! I 
'- '-I 30¢ i 
'- Drafts I I '-i 50¢ i I Lemonade Scht1PPS ! 
'- . ~ 
'-111 Washington 529-3808 ! h. .................. , ................ " ............... ~ 
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Daily I~gyplian 
Opinion & Commentary 
Student Editor-in.Chief, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial ~age ~ditor, Da~iet 
Wallenberg; Associate Edilorial Page Editor, Alicia HIli; ActIng ManagIng 
Editor, Wanda HarriS. 
Increase in salaries 
is needed for faculty 
AN INDIVIDUAL'S right to choose a product from an 
array of choices is the foundation for capitalism in our 
country. 
This right extends from laundry detergent to a college 
education. While some products may only differ 
symbolically, a college education is not one of them. 
With the increasingly high cost of tuition to consider, 
individuals must step carefully into the college market, 
considering the advantages and disadvantages of many 
campuses. 
QUALIFIED FACULTY is ofte~ ~'p~~t factor in a 
prospective student's decision to attend a particular 
university, but qualified faculty does not come easily. They 
especially don't come easily to a University whose wages 
can't compete with those at comparable universities. 
SIU had requested state funding to allow for a 12-
percent wage increase for faculty and administration. The 
calculation for this percentage was based upon the distance 
between SlU-C's faculty and peers at other universities. 
At the <-:ose of this year's state legislative session, the 
approval of an income tax increase has allowed for an 8-
percent wage increase for the 1990 fiscal year for all 
university faculty in the state. 
UNIVERSITY Chancellor Lawrence K. Pettit, awaiting 
the Board of Trustees approval of the increase in order to 
adopt it into the Board's operating budget. said that this, in 
addition to last year's 7-percent increase will help SIU 
"gam some ground." 
Pettit said the 8-percem increase is an average. Every 
faculty member will receive a 3-percent increase. 
Additional increases will be based on merit. 
More competitive wages will attract good teachers as 
well as hdp to maintain those we already have. The merit 
based increase is a good way to ensure that deserving 
faculty members are properly rewarded for their 
dedication. 
WITH THE faculty at the core of the University, we feel 
that the wage increase is needF and should be supported 
by the Board of Trustees. .' 
"An IS a litde bit larger than life. It's an exaltation of life. I think you 
probably need a liule touch of madness, some an temperament to 
reacb certain heights. H - Laurence Olivier. once said about his 
adingc:raft. 
Doonesbury 
All Americans now, despite heritage 
friendship, not hatred should be tried 
No, you "bro" must be joking! 
So you are basing you attitude of 
die "Uniled States of American" 
flag on people you don't even 
know, my forefathers. 
Listen up, your Afrikan 
American forefathers and 
brothers died on American and 
foreign baulefields, so you could 
have opponumties.they didn', 
have. They went because they 
were American~. 
Let me remmd you, you are 
also American. Your Afrikan 
heritage is only a heritage. It is 
something 10 be proud of, but you 
need to wake up and smell the 
melting pot. we are American. 
I think some of the militants 
you follow, and some idiolS 
wearing funny while hats and 
robes, have installed a lot of 
halTed in you. Our enemy is not 
each other anymore, and OUI flag, 
yours and mine, is nOl a symbol 
of hatred. 
And please don't bring up Iran, 
after they sent 8 and 9-year-old 
boys into mine fields, during 
their war, 10 find mines with their 
bodies, in the name of their god. 
Look it up! "Satanic Verses" 
doesn't compare with the U.S. 
flag. 
Instead of generating hate with 
your pen, why don't you use that 
same hand to reach OUlIO a white 
person in friendship? Or why' 
don't you just let us be your 
friends. - David Hale, senior in 
advertising. 
Dai\y Egyptian should focus on the University 
students in different majors to 
find out which classes are the 
best, and why? How about 
surveying students to find out 
what they think about the local 
police enforcement on alcohol 
laws or padcing violations? Also, 
wby nOl takt. the same queslioo 
from the view of non-student 
n=s!.denlS, or police? 
I would like the DE to stan 
writing about Southern Illinois 
University. 'The DE should write, 
at the very least, a story a day 
about a local professor, student or 
business. The DE should stop 
trying to be a national paper, and 
stan appealing to the hometown 
people. Start writing articles 
about the local activities, the 
recreation center activities, the 
libr..ry and classes being offered. lbere are so many great scenic 
getaway spots in our area, but 1 
I guess what fm looking fo.. is hardly ever see Ihr. paper nmning 
a paper wriuen by studenls ~t articles informing students of die 
students. How about surveymg wb~ of t!tc:se ~ Give 
me hshmg arucles. lilve me 
swimming articles. Give me 
hiking and site-seeing articles. 
Most of aU a story does DOt 
have to be IUltionally publicized 
to be newsworthy in Carbondale. 
Start writing about everyday 
people and everyday events. Give 
the students something they can 
. relate to. I believe not only will 
the DE's reading audience 
appreciate a more focused 
approach, but the local 
advertisers wiD be very p'leased 
as well. - WillWD J. Nikolich. 
senior ia marketing. 
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Early peach crop shortened 
due to untimely cold spell 
By Christine Broda 
Staff Writer 
The early 1989 peach crop in 
Southern . Illinois will be 
reduced. due to a cold snap 
which hit the trees while they 
were in full bloom, a 
marketing representative with 
the Illinois Department of 
Agriculture said. 
The early season of peaches 
were hit the hardest, Lee Rife, 
marketing representative 
said. A number of trees were 
said to be loosing the fruit once 
it reached marble size. 
Wayne Sirles, manager and 
owner of Rendleman Orchard 
in Alto Pass, said "The trees 
aborted when the peaches got 
as big as a quarter. They just 
fell off." 
Sirles said that he expects 
his crop will be about 40 per-
cent less than he expected. 
However, all of the varieties of 
peaches will be available, he 
said. 
"Some of the peaches will be 
ready to pick this week and 
then off and on until Labor 
Day," Sirles said. 
Larry Salmm, owner and 
operator of Slamm Orchard in 
~~e:O::i~~;~~:ee ~ 
the cold, but the crop looks 
good and there are good sized 
peaches." 
Slamm said that he was left 
with half a crop after the 
unexpected cold and that all 
varieties of peaches will be 
available but in varying 
amounts. 
Rife advises consumers 
wanting to pick their own 
peaches or buy direct to do 
several things. 
First, contact growers early 
and get advice on which 
varieties will be available in 
what quanities and when. 
Second, plan on obtaining 
early varieties as quickly as 
possible. This will assure 
consumers a supply of high 
qU'llity fruit. 
Last, consumers may want 
to wait until the late season, 
peaches usually become 
available around August 10. 
rabies 
Art display featuring nude baseball 
player ignites controversy-again 
CHICAGO !uPJ) - An art • mentto protect the flag. 
exhibit featuring a nude' Last year, a painting of 
baseball player has touched off former Chicago Mayor Harold 
another controversy in the Washington in women's 
nation's third largest city _ !. lingerie touched off a storm. 
the third time in three years Several members of the City 
the city bas been the scene of Council stormed the Art In-
an art display that many stitute and removed the 
people find objectionable. painting. 
Earlier this year, an exhibit An exibit of artworks on 
by an art' student invited ba5'.!ball at the Chicago Public 
people to ste? on an American Library Cultural Center in-
flag placed on the floor. The cludes a painting of a nude 
display brought daily male ballplayer. It opened 
demonst:-ations from several Saturday, and by Monday 
veteran's groups and some protesters were out in fo~ce. 
state lawmakers. President The city ImmedIately 
George Bush - following a resJlO.llded by postin~ ~ sign 
recent Supreme Court decision warrung that the exlblt con-
on flag-burning - has called tains work some may find 
for a ('f)nstitutional a mend- objectionable. "Please use 
discretion when choosing to 
enter." reads the sign outside 
the E:xhibition. "Diamonds are 
Forever: Artists and Writers 
on Baseball." 
Chicago Cultural Affairs 
Commissioner Joan Harris 
described the show as a 
traveling exibition oC 100 art-
works and literary passages 
organized by the New York 
State Museum and the 
Smithsonian Institute 
Traveling Exhibition Sen ices. 
It is scheduled to be on display 
through Sept. 9 at the Cultural 
Center. 
Two other art displays 
caused a controversy in the 
city. sending thousands of 
demonstrators into the streets. 
FORENSICS, from Page 1---
Once the semen is removed, 
it would be tested with a 
common lab procedure used to 
determine blood type. This test 
would be useful in 70 percent oC 
the population who are known 
as "secretors," meaning they 
secrete chemicals into their 
body fluids that can be used to 
identify blood type. 
Knowing the blood type of 
the attacker would allow in-
vestigators to narrow down a 
list of suspects to those with a 
matching blood type or, in the 
case of a trial, would provide 
evidt.lce against the accused if 
the blood type matched test 
results. 
Andy Wist, the forensic 
scientist who supervised 
Russell's research and now 
must verify his results, said 
Russell's work was used to 
confirm what the scientists 
suspected from casual ob-
servation: that body fluids can 
be dissolved more efficiently 
ANNEX, from Page 1 
200.000 net square teet. 
With a project of this 
magnitude, it could take five 
or six years to complete, if that 
soon, he said. . 
Grobe said the library is 
getting too crowded and ad-
ditional space is needed. 
According to the Dean of 
Library Affairs, Kenneth G. 
Peters,,)D, the University bas 
been pushing for a new library 
since the late 1960s. 
In 1969 and 1970, 'requests 
were made by the University 
for funding of a library annex, 
Peterson said. The legislature 
denied the University's 
requests. 
During the spring of 1970, 
student riots broke out on 
campus and plans for the 
annex were set aside, Peterson 
said. 
In the late 1970s, the 
University tried to revive the 
plans once again, but to no 
avail, Peterson said. 
Now the fate of the library 
S~HOOLS,.~rom _page_ 1.-
will be ~y a temporary cure 
for the area. . 
.. As I have said before, I 
think it is probably a Band-Aid 
for Southern Illinois," Mugge 
said. "It will be very diffficult 
to anticip,ate for long-range 
planning. ' 
Mugge said the Mur-
physboro district is expected 
to t-eceive an additional 
$€40,OOO. District 186 includes 
Murphysboro High School. a 
junior high school and four 
elementary schools. 
Total budget for area school 
districts are: _ - _ 
Carbondale District 165, 
$1,319,523; Murphysboro 
District 186, $4,979,696; Marion 
Distriel2, $5,523,515; Eldorado 
District 196, $1,215,988;, 
Pinkneyville District SO, 
$878,451; Pinkneyville District 
101, $1,054,993; Tamaroa 
District 5. $307,345; DeSoto 
District 86. $2%,736: Giant 
City District 130. $381.581: Du 
Quoin District 300. $2.846.005: 
Unity Point District 140, 
Sl,4J9,485. 
into extract solutions at cer-
tain temperatlli'es and after 
particular amounts of time. 
Wist said Russell "backed 
up rur observations with lab 
data." 
Russell said that the amount 
of time, temperature and 
solution used to extract a 
biological stain from a cloth 
varies from crime lab to cnme 
lab and his job was to deter-
mine the optimum en-
vironment for extraction. 
annex is in the hands of the 
Board of Trustees. 
If the board approves the 
initial plans, it is likely they 
will approve all plans con-
cerning the project and th'! 
annex will be added, Grobt 
said. 
Neither Grobe not Peterson 
were willing to speculate 
whether the board will· ap-
prove the initial funding. 
Tbe board will meet Thur-
sdayatSIU-E. 
BAT, from Page 1 
choking and convulsions, 
often resulting in the 
characteristic drooling 
associated with victims 
of the disease. The 
disease generally is 
transmitted to people 
through the bite· of· an 
infected animal. 
Nelson said animals 
with rabies are easily 
provoked and respond 
unfa vorably to noise. 
-.--.--.--~ ...... - .... _. ~~!·.l-:.~,.,_-\. ... · __ ~L_.~_ 
for a st:Jdy of the physiological and 
psychological effe~ts of cigarette smoking. 
We will pay $20-$140 
for 3 to 6 morning sessions. 
Must be 21-35 years Old, 150-190 Ibs. 
Call SIC C Psych Dept. 536-2301 
•• IICI ............................................... II.'.II .......... ,. 
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Forest Service seeks input 
on management proposals 
By Christine Brod'} highway motorcycle use. species and forest listed 
Staff Wnter species of plants and animals 
The Forest Service is ADDITIONAL ACTION is and to clarify guidelines for 
seeking public input on a proposed for identifying. 20 public noti~ication and im-
proilosal to amend the areas as F?r.est I.nterlOr ple~entatJon of project 
Shawnee National Forest Land Manageme~t Umts deslgn~ to decISIOns. 
and Resource Management pr~vlde ha~l.tat for neotroplcal A NUMBER of alternative 
Plan. The proposed amend- mlwant Olrds a'.ld other plans to the proposed action 
ment would make several Species that require ~rge will be evaluated. Only one 
changes in the way the forest blocks of forest enclosed With a alternative has been identified 
will be managed durinp, the canopy of trees. . at this time. This is the "no 
next 10 years. Al~o. mcluded are. gUl~ance action" alternative, which 
"The idea is to involve the prOVISIOns for select~ng timber would continue management 
public," Sam Emmons, harvest methods, mcreasmg under the current Shawnee 
Shawnee timber management t~e. use of uneven-~ged Plan. Other options will be 
planner, said. "This is the sIlvI<;ultural practIces, developed based an the results 
point at which opinions and re-ducmg ~e annua~ allowable ofscoping, Emmons said. 
input are needed." sale qua~ttty ~f .~mber and . 
Forest Supervisor Rod establIs~ng pn~ntIes for the The Shawnee Plan was 
Sallee is inviting the public to conversIOn of pme stands to approved in 1986 but several 
participate by writing or hardwood. . administrative appeals 
calling, saying, "It is a star- ~he J:!roposal would revISe challenging the plan were 
ting point. The next step is to gUidelInes for the filed. A working grwp was 
set up a framework for the m.a~gement. of permanent formed to represent the 
analysis. This is where we are wlldlif~ o~mngs, recom~end various parties to the appeals 
aow. We need to learn what Hur~hms :,ree~ as a ('and~date in a DP.gutiation process. 
concerns people have about fo~ mcluslOn.m ~e National 
the proposed amendment and Wild and. Scem~ Rlyer Systems 
what environmental effects we and reVISe. gUidelipes for all 
should consider. candidate nvers. 
"WE ALSO need suggestions ADDITIONAL GUIDELI-
about alternativ('<; that should NES are proposed for natural 
be considered," he said. area management, identifying 
The proposed amendment is corridors for a forest-wide 
the result of an agreement equestrian and hiker trail 
reached last August between system and developing 
the Forest Service and several priorities for construction. 
individuals, including en- Action is also proposed to 
I . d grant the Secretary of vironmenta groups, In ustry Agriculture's consent to oil 
represen.atives and the and gas leasing of the !~~~~o~epartment of Con- federally-owned mineral 
The proposed amendment to estate in the forest and 
the Forest Plan would include establish conditions under 
changes in management for 18 which leases may be issued 
items_ and identify areas where the 
Among the items is action to forest desires to consolidate 
increase the width of filter National Forest Systems lands 
strips and provide additional =S:l.urchase, exchange or 
management direction for It proposes to revise the 
~:~\o::!s ~~: a~~~ roster of federally lisred 
muesof travelways for aU threatened or endangered 
terrain vehicles and off-. SlJecies, candidate sensitive 
In April 1988, formal 
negotiations directed by a 
professional mediator began. 
Four months later the parties 
signed a Settlement 
Agreement, which will provide 
opportunities to amend the 
Shawnee Agreement. 
"THE REASON for this 
amendment is to make 
changes and additions through 
monitoring and evaluating the 
Shawnee Plan. These need to 
reflect the changes of 
threatened and endangered 
species and recommendations 
for changes in the guidelines 
for their management," Sallee 
said. 
All written comments and 
suggestions related to the 
analysis should be addressed 
to Rodney K. Sallee, Forest 
Supervisor, f)hawnee Natiooal 
Forest, 901 S. Commercial St, 
Harrisburg, Ill., 62946. 
Local, national scholars' new titles 
to be printed by University Press 
By Carrie Pomeroy 
Staff Writer 
The Southern Illinois 
University Press is publishing 
a variety of new titles this 
summer '{nd fall. Con-
centrating on the humanities, 
the University Press prints 
books by local and national 
scholar ... 
In July, the University Press 
will bring out "Bertrand 
Russell's Dialogue with His 
Contemporaries," writl.(;n by 
~lizabeth Ramsden Eames. 
Eamps, the chairperson of the 
University's Department of 
Philusophy, examines the 
influence of philosophers such 
as Wittgenstein, Joachim, and 
Dewey on Russell's 
philosophy. 
Another July fublication 
compiled by a loca scholar is 
"Getting Ahead," the life story 
of Swedish immigrant Charles 
J. Hoflund. This vivid, detailed 
account is edited by University 
history professor H. Arnold 
Barton. 
Barton himself is descended 
from Swedish immigrants. His 
great-grandfather's family 
a ttended the same church in 
Djursdala, Sweden that 
Hoflund's family attended. 
Major publications for fall 
1989 include "The Daybreak 
Boys: Essays on the 
Litera ture of the Beat 
Generation" Written by 
Gregory Stephenson, the book 
criticall)'. examines the 
writings . of Jack Kerouac," 
.Alli~l Gln~be~1' ufil,li~,~ . S.-
\1.f!!E' tr.i1aiiY lltinihan. ~\Aft~.~ 
Burroughs, and Lawrence 
Ferlingbetti. 
Stephenson also analyzes the 
works of lesser-known writers 
who were influenced by the 
Beats, such as John Clellan 
Holmes, Gregory Corso. 
Richard Farina, and Michael 
McClure. 
A feminist literary criticism 
series, titled "Ad Feminam: 
Women and Literature" is also 
being published by the Press. 
Edited by noted feminist 
scholar Sandra Gilbert, the 
series includes titles on 
Germaine de Stael, Emily 
Dickinson, and Christina 
Rossetti_ 
Books . for fall with local 
roots include Brocton Lock-
wQOd's "Operation Greylord." 
Lockwood, a lawyer. in Marion, 
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helped the FB! clean up a 
corrupt Chicago traffic COUI"L 
"The Federal Art Project in 
lliinois, 1939-1943," written by 
art professor George 
Mavigliano and English 
professor Richard Lawson, 
includes 32 photographs of 
artwork. location'l, and per-
sonnel from the histonc art 
project that started "because 
people were hungry." 
S~N~NGE 
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Martial law to continue indefinitely, China says 
BEIJING (UPI) - Martial 
law will continue i~definite~y 
in Beijing because cItiZens stili 
have weapons seized from the 
army during the crackdown on 
prc>-democracy protests and 
authorities fear further unrest, 
a government spokesman said 
Tuesday. 
The spokesman also said the 
ousted Chinese Communist 
Party chief Zhao Ziyang 
remains under investigation 
[or offenses linked to the 
unrest of the democracy 
movement and could still f<."!e 
criminal prosecution. 
Meanhwile, Jang Zemin, 
who ",ssu;ne.:! Zhao's position, 
met with three officials from 
Hong Kong and reassured 
them Beijing would respect its 
pledge to maintain the British 
colony's capitalist system for 
50 years after it reverts to 
China's rule in 1997. 
"WE PRACTICE our 
socialism and you may 
practice your capitalism," the 
official Xinhua news agency 
quoted Jang as telling T.K. 
Ann, T.S. Lo and P.H. Huang, 
members of the committee 
drafting a constil'.1tion for 
Hong Kong after 1997. "The 
well water does not interfere 
with the river water," 
S~urity authorities also 
rel&.soo a Taiwan journalist 
detained for eight days on 
charges linked to the ongoing 
crackdown on democracy 
movement activists and 
deported him to Hong Kong. 
But authorities also in-
terrogated a second Taiwan 
reporter for more than two 
hours and ordered her expeUed 
from the country within 48 
hours for violating martial law 
restrictions on newsgathering. 
AT A NEWS conference. 
Yuan Mu, the spokesman for 
the State Council, China's 
Cabinet, said the government 
was not ready yet to lift 
martial law in Beijing, im-
posed May 20 and enforced on 
June 3 when tens of thousands 
of Chinese soldiers moved into 
the city, 
Hundreds of people were 
killed when troops fired on 
unarmed demonstrators and 
cleared protesters from 
central Tiananmen Square, 
igniting a citywide uprising. 
~li::!t to°kv~f:tf:~to ~ 
·hands of citizens in the 
fighting. 
The government has of-
ficially branded the unrest a 
"counterrevolutionary rebell-
"ion" and used the threat of 
continued turmoil to justify its 
crackdown, but Yuan's 
statements were the strongest 
warning so far of a threat of 
South African officials complete 
investigation of "Vinnie Mandela 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (UPI) - An in-
vestigation into the murder of 
a teenage black boy that linked 
anti-apartheid leader Nelson 
Mandela's wife Winnie to the 
suspects was completed 
Tuesday amid speculation on 
the jailed civil rights activist's 
possible release. 
The murder of 14-year-old 
child activist Stompie 
Moeketsi Seipei in December 
plunged Winnie Mandela into 
scandal and led to her 
ostracism by the anti-
apartheid community - an 
isolation that appeared to ease 
a bit only this week with 
reports on her husband's 
secret talk with President 
PieterW. Botha. 
State-run radio reported 
Tuesday that police formally 
ended their investigation into 
Seipei's murder by submitting 
a docket to the attorney 
general for review and 
possible prosecution. Details 
of the investigation were not 
released. 
Meanwhile, prison officials 
still had no comment Tuesday 
on whether a statement Nelson 
Mandela submitted to prison 
authorities Monday for 
screening would be publicly 
released to air his version of a 
meeting with Botha last 
Soviets claim 
progress in 
weapons talk 
GENEVA (uPI) - The 
Soviet Union Tuesday reported 
"substantial progress" in 
talks with the United States on 
banning chemical weapons 
and said a full international 
treaty could be completed 
within one year. 
Serguei B. Batsanov, Soviet 
delegate to the 40·nation 
disarmament conference, also 
reiterated Moscow's ac-
ceptance of challenge in-
spections as demanded by the 
West to monitor suspected 
chemical weapons plants on 
short notice. 
At the same time, he 
criticized the multilateral 
disarmament fQrum for 
working too slowly 
"We can and must move 
aht>ad faster than we do now," 
Batsanov said in an address to 
tht> conference, an in-
dt>pendent body that reports to 
the Vnited Nations General 
Assembly 
P"~t'8. Dail, Eg,·pl,an . .July 12.198\1 
Wednesday. 
Mandela told his wife during 
a prison visit the goverment 
account of the first meeting 
between an African National 
Congress leader and a South 
African head of state was 
"fairly accurate" but that he 
wanted to put it in "proper 
context." 
The 45-minute meeting has 
been widely welcomed as a 
positive development since its 
weekend dislosure, and 
government officials say it 
puts Mandela a step cl~er to 
release and participation in 
negotiations aimed at ending 
the country's racial conflict. 
Nine of Mrs. Mandela's 
personal bodyguards, also 
known as the Mandela United 
soccer club, were charged 
earlier this year with murder, 
assault and kidnapping in 
connection with Seipei's death 
and are being held without 
bail. 
Deputy Attorney General 
Andre de Vries said the at-
torney general was 
deliberating whether to 
prosecute the case in the 
Supreme Court, which handles 
most murder cases. 
De Vries declined to rule out 
additional charges against 
other suspects, including Mrs. 
Mandela, but said she was not 
a suspect a t the moment. 
"I cannot comment at this 
stage on whether she's linked 
to the death but she's linked to 
the accused in that a number 
of the accused were living in 
her house," de Vries said. 
"She's not an accused and not 
a suspect. 
"The attorney general is 
investigating whether or not 
these nine people should be 
charged (in the supreme 
court) with the murder and 
there are outstanding accused 
who may be arrested, (but) not 
specifically Winnie Mandela," 
he said. 
Tbe case stems from the 
alleged beating OIl Dec. 29 of 
four youths abducted from a 
Methodist hostel in Soweto by 
members of the "soccer club" 
who lived with Mrs. Mandela 
in the black township. 
Three of the youths were 
s\lbsequentl~ released but the 
body of Seipei was found eight 
days later with his jugular 
veins slashed. 
Mrs. Mandela has denied 
allegations of . personal in-
volvement in the beatings and 
has insisted the youths were 
removed from the b~tel to 
protect them from sexual 
abuse by the church's white 
minister. 
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further unrest. 
"THE STRUGGLE has not 
yet come to an end," Yuan' 
said. "Some guns have been· 
looted by ruffians. That will be 
the cause of further unrest. 
"They will still cause troUble 
and problems," Yuan added. 
"So for some time, martial law . 
cannot be lifted." • 
Yuan did not cite specific 
threats, but gunfire is still 
heard intermittently in Beijing 
dl night. There were several 
reports of attacks last month 
on the soldiers posted around 
the city at major intersections 
and at late-night checkpoints. 
Asked aoout Zhao, 71, who 
was dismissed as communist 
party general secretary June 
24 and later from all official 
posts after losing a leadership 
power struggle, Yuan said, 
"The problem is still under 
investigation. " 
ZHAO, WHO had advocated 
a conciliatory line toward the 
student-led democracy 
protesters, was dismissed for 
"supporting turmoil" and 
"splitting" the party 
leadership, but could still be 
expelled from the party or 
evf'!! face prosecution. 
He is believed to be living in 
the party and government 
leadership residence com-
pound, Zhongnanhai, in cen-
tral Beijing. 
Zhao's dismissal was "only a 
:':::It: r~in~J~::O~ 
will decide if Zhao "shoiild be 
punished by law," Yuan said. 
Earlier, the Beijing State 
Security Bureau released 
Peter Huang, 33, a reporter for 
Taipei's Independence 
Evening Post, after detaining 
him for eight days and 
escorted him to the airport to 
be deported to Hong Kong. 
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INTERNATIONAL BEER 
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119 N. Washington 457-3308 
SUPER 
SHRIMP 
PLA1TER! 
A platter full of shrimp, fries, 
cole slaw and hush puppies. 
$4.99 
Cap~~~. 
400 E.Walnut 
Carbondale, IL 
549,1971 
Closing arguments scheduled in Pontiac trial 
JOLIET, IlL (uPIl - The 
defense has rested its case in 
the trial of a Pontiac prison 
inmate accused of killing 
Cellhouse Superintendent 
Robert Taylor in what 
prosecutors term a gang-
authorized hit. 
CloSing arguments were 
scheduled for Wednesday in 
the trial of Ike Easley, 26, 
accused of murder in the 
September 1987 incident. 
Easley's attorney Akim 
Gursel contends his client was 
framed for the killing by 
members of a rival gang. 
Taylor, 44, was stabbed and 
beaten to death in his prison 
office. Prosecutors have 
charged the killing was or-
dered by a gang. 
Officials said Taylor's 
killing was in retaliation for 
the death a few months earlier 
of an inmate who choked on a 
bag of cocaine while strugg:mg 
with guards. Inmates blamed 
the guards for the death, 
authorities said. 
During testimony Monday, 
FBI lab technician Douglas 
Deedrick told the jury strands 
of hair found in a stocking 
mask allegedly worn by one of 
the inmates suspected of 
killing Taylor didn't match 
samples taken from Easley. 
The stocking mask, found on 
the cellhouse gallery shortly 
after the Taylor slaying, 
contained several hairs that 
were sent to the FBI 
laboratory in Washington, 
D.C., for comparison. Those 
test indicated that the hairs 
did not match samples taken 
from either Easley or his 
accomplice, Roosevelt Lucas, 
Deedrick said. 
Deedrick was the first of 
several witnesses called by the 
defense which rested its case 
after less than a day of 
testimony. 
Authorities have said the 
gang hit of Taylor was in 
response to the death a few 
months earlier of inmate Billy 
Jones. Jones swallowed a bag 
of cocaine during a struggle 
with guards. 
However, Gursel claimed 
rival gang members killed 
Taylor and then framed 
Easley. 
Inmate Darrel Knighten 
testified he was standing near 
Taylor's cell shortly after the 
slaying when he noticed 
another inmate, who was a 
rival gang member, walk over 
toward Taylor's body. 
Knighten said he saw the 
unidentified inmate reach for 
something near Taylor's body, 
possibly a pipe, but when the 
inmate saw Knighten standing 
there he went back to his cell. 
Prosecutor Donald Ber-
nardi, the Livingston County 
state's attorney, contends It 
was Easley and Lucas alone 
who killed Tavlor. Lucas IS 
scheduled tos!::ind trial later. 
In earlier testimony, an 
inmate who allegedly wit-
nessed Taylor's death said he 
saw Easley stab Taylor 
several times and he saw 
Lucas strike the superin-
tendent with a pipe. 
Judg£: Charles Glennon has 
set closing arguments for 
Wednesdav and then the case 
will be turned over to the 
seven-man, five-woman jury. 
Women go up in job market 
by assuming men's old jobs Scrips given to teachers 1 of school district in debt I 
GEORGETOWN, Ill. 
(UPI) - The Georgetown-
Ridge Farm School District, 
fOOtimated to be $340,000 in 
debt at the beginning of this 
fiscal year, Tuesday issued 
scrips to its teachers 
because it cannot afford the 
upcoming pay period. 
The next payday for the 73 
teachers involved is July 28. CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI) -A Universitv of Illinois 
sociologist TUesday said a 
study of occupations shows 
women have made progress in 
the job market, but mainly in 
fields in which men no longer 
are interested. 
Illinois' Barbara Reskin said 
the 20th Century could end 
with a labor force only slightly 
less segregated than when the 
century began. 
"Women are making gains; 
it's clear there have been 
changes," said Reskin. "But I 
think. we tend to emphasize 
those things. and not to see 
other areas. The impression 
out there is that the progress is 
much, much better than it 
reaDy has been." 
Reskin said a book she and 
~author Patricia Roos of 
Rutger's Univ".rsity plan to 
complete in .\ugust, .. Job 
Queues, Gender Queues: 
Women's Movement Into Male 
Occupations," suggests 
women made the greatest 
gains in the 197()S in lines of 
City refuses 
group's suit 
for 'Ki~ Day' 
CONNELL, Wasb. (UPl) -
City Council stands by its 
controversial decision to name 
the Martin Luther King Jr. 
federal boliday "Civil 
Liberties Day," a decision the 
NAACP criticized as an insult 
to the slain civil rights leader. 
City Council voted 4-0 in May 
to adopt the name "Civil 
Liberties Day" for the boliday 
marked each year on the third 
Monday in January. Council 
members affirmed the 
decision on Monday without 
comment and without a vote. 
Leaders of the small 
southeast Washington town 
said they wanted to bonor 
everyone who has fought for 
human rights and not single 
out any individual for 
recognition. 
NAACP leaders and other 
critics assailed the move at a 
June 26 council meeting, 
asking the city to caD the 
holiday "Martin Luther King 
Day." Council members 
tabled the issue until Monday' .,. 
meeting. 
When the issue came up 
Monday, council members had 
nothing to say and took no vote 
- leaving the May decision 
intact, a city spokeswoman 
said Tuesday. 
Councilman David Gim-
maka said his survey of 25 
residents found them split 
evenly on the issue. 
work such as insurance ad-
justing, typesetting and bus 
driving. She said men no 
longer found those fields ap-
pealing "as a result of 
deteriorating working con-
ditions or occupational 
rewards." 
Using U.S. Census Bureau 
statistics, Reskin identified 
male occupations that became 
disproportionately more 
female during the 19705. 
She then conducted case 
studies of more than a dozen of 
tbe occupations including 
accounting and. auditing, 
computer operations, in-
surance adjusting, bartending, 
baking, typesetting and bus 
driving. 
"Jobs remain sex- and race-
segregated and, hence, help 
perpetuate economic and 
social inequity," said Reskin. 
"Without renewed pressure on 
policy makers to ensure the 
access of all women and people 
of color to- all jobs; we risk 
ending the 20th century with a 
labor force only slightly less 
segregated by race and sex 
than when the century began. " 
The researchers analyzed 
why women made pronounced 
gains in some but not other 
male-dominated occupations, 
to what extent the numbers 
reflected genuine integration 
and to what extent they 
"masked women's ghet-
toization in certain jobs within 
these occupations or the oc-
cupation's resegregation as 
women's work," she sllld. 
Reskin said men retained 
the most desirable jobs, while 
women were confined to lower-
status jobs, less-desirable 
work settings and lower-
paying industries. 
Reskin said genuine in-
tegration that foste..-ed in-
creased economic equity 
between the sexes was "rare in 
the occupations we studied and 
resulted either from pressure 
by women's groups or 
regulatoI')' agencies or from 
dramatJc growt·btbat. 
exhausted the supply of 
qualified men ... 
School district Superin-
tendent Derry Behm said 
the teachers can take the 
scrips, which the district 
calls teacher's orders, to the 
Sidell State Bank in Sidell 
for full reimbursement. 
Behm said the school 
district will reimburse th' 
bank in the future. He sa 
the district is so far in debt 
because of problems with 
state funding and decreases 
in local revenues. 
"State funding is almost 
our whole problem," Behm 
said. "While the local tax 
base in shrinking, state 
funds have not begun to 
keep up with increases in 
costs." 
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Otis 
& 
the EICNators 
(70's Rock) 
TtKJRSDfIl JULY 1] 
7:00P.M. 
Alcohol consumption 
is pemriued in desigllllled 
drinking areas ONLY 
(No kegs, glass oontlriners 
or lDlderage drinking.) 
Sponsored by SPC, the 
Swoon! eenle!" & the 
Carbondale Park District 
For more information 
call 536-3393. 
SHRYOCK STEPS 
Stmset Concert 
Menu: 
B8IbeaIe QuarIered OUciren 
Cheeseburgen 
Hamburgers 
Bratwurst 
HotDogs 
Potato Salad 
Jumbo C.C. Cookies 
Potato Chips 
Lemon Shake-up 
Sno.cones 
Available at 6:00 p.m. 
JULy 14 
SNOW WHITE 
AND mE SEVEN DWARFS 
JULy 21 
HOBIN 11001) 
JULy 28 
FESTIVAL OF FOLK 
IIEIKJES 
/\1.1 I 11.\1~ ~IIO\\':-' 1'\ n II. ~ II I II \. [ 
( 1:~IEI~I'lq)rnll~It·M:\1 
:, l;l /\!\ii) 7 I ,-} ,':\1 
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Cheney orders $30 billion in defense savings '\1 
WASHINGTON (uPH. - the military's massive p'redicted it would take Cheney also ~nnounc~d syste.m .of streamlined ~~J 
Defense Secretary Dick weapons procurement several years" to enact the creation of an ethics council, orgaruzations. ...~ 
Cheney restructured the program. plans. composed of top Defense -Establishing a new 1 
Pentagon's top management Cheney was able to im- ~u.t the recommendations to Department leaders, to Defense Contract 
and propose-<! streamlIning its pleml.'nt some of the recom- ehml~te management layers, develop an ethics program Management Agency to 
weapons-buying system mendations imm~iately, such ~onsohdate .. functions and among managers anti CQ!1S,?lidate. all contrac~ ad-
Tuesday to ,~urb was~e and as the restructuring of Pe~- Iffiprove effiCiency should cut workers, to "police in-house" mlDlstrahon ~er:'ll.ces. 
fraud and save an estimated tagon management, but he will a.nnual procurement costs by and to demand "strict Currently, the IDdlvldual 
$30 billion within five years. need legislation from Congress fIScal 1993 by at least 15 per- adherence" from the industry. military services administer 
President Bush praised the to streamline many weapons- ce~t, or about $7.5 billion, he Deputy Secretary Donald weapons contracts on a daily 
directives and proposals in the buying regula tions and said. Atwood, given a stronger hand basis. 
long-awaited defense procedures. This should result in "an in the restructuring is 
management review and At a news conference to a~~:-egate cost saving of.$3O designated to oversee' the 
wrote in. a letter to Cheney, unveil the report, Cheney billion over the 1,!!91-95 flye-' systemforplanning,programs 
"You Will have my strong acknowledged others have yea~ defense plan, according. and budgeting. 
support in implementing its tried and failed to reform the tohlSreporl To streamline the 
THE HOUSE Armed Ser-
vices Committee staff was 
somewhat critical of the plan. 
recommendations." Pentagon and warned he has The report closely follows acquisft;on process the 
Cheney's plans for a 15 "no silver bullet here" in his the 1986 recommendations of CheneyreportrecOJll.Dlends: 
"Like the Packard Com-
mission before it, the Cheney 
review says all the right 
things," the committee's staff 
said in a response Tuesday. 
"But it lacks enough specifiC, 
implementing directions to 
ensure !hat the 'cultural 
change' that everyone agrees 
is needed will happen." 
percent cost savings by fiscal proposal that might end aU former President Reagan's 
1993 by eliminating many jobs, waste, fraud and abuse. commission on defense reform 
management layers and "We do think we can do chaired by industrialist David 
outside contractors were better," he said simply, ad- Packard. 
contained in his 27-page ding, however: "Our efforts ... 
"Defense Management Report will be for naught mless we 
to the President" that was sent get some help from Capitol 
to Congress as well as to the Hill." 
ONE MAJOR change 
Cheney was able to implement 
immediately was creation of 
an executive committee 
composed of the defense 
secretary. the Pentagon's top 
civilian leaders and the 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to serve as the key 
Defense Department policy-
making body. 
White House. 
BUSH ORDERED the 
management review in 
February in response to the 
evidence of wasle, fraud and 
a buse uncovered in the con-
tinuing federal investigation of . 
THE FCIRMER Wyoming 
congressman will present a 
legisla tive package to 
Congress by year's end to 
streamline what he called 
"burdensome regulations" 
affecting the Pentagon. He 
Woman crusades on Caa'litol steps 
for freedom of religion, expression 
WASHINGTON <UPI> -
Rita Warren, who has carried 
a life-size Christ figure to the 
Capitol steps for seven sum-
mers, knows her rights and is 
not worried about the recent 
Supreme Court ruling 
outlawing the display of a 
nativity scene in a government 
building. 
The decision on the cour· 
thouse creche in Pittsburgh 
"has no effect whatsoever on 
what I do," the 61-year-old 
grandmother declares in 
comparing that case to her 
::r~sdisth:Ys~~c~o~tan: 
nation's high court. 
30th involve the use of. 
religious symbols on govern· 
ment property, but Warren 
points out that the nativity 
scene in Pittsburgh was 
erected by the government 
itself. "As long as an in-
dividual puts it up," she ex-
plains, "there's nothing the 
Supreme Court can do. It's 
legal." 
Yes, Warren knows her 
rights, and she exercises them 
u.s. declares 
bus crash 
terrorist act 
WASHINGTON (uPI> 
Almost a week after a 
Palestinian killed 14 Israelis 
by causing a public bus to 
crash in Israel the State 
Department agreed Tuesday 
that the epi<;ode was an act of 
terrorism. 
U.S. failure to define the 
attack as a terrorist act had 
become a quickly growing 
irritant between Washington 
and Jerusalem, with the 
Israeli Foreign Ministry 
calling the State Department's 
silence on the issue "a license 
for for the Palestinians to 
kill." 
At the State Department 
Tuesday spokesman Richard 
Boucher. who earlier had 
n>fused to labpl the bus attack 
terrorism. -;ilJ(i. "011 the ba~is 
of a\~!lbhj( ('\"!dvtlcf-' now. it 
\',a:-- I .. :ledrl\ .J i.fJrrol'l:-;t at-
!.u·k 
vigorously. 
In Massachusetts, where she 
lived before moving to the 
WaShington area 10 years ago, 
she led a series of grass-roots 
crusades to return prayer and 
the Pledge of Allegiance to 
public schools, to restrict the 
sale of pornography and to 
uphold the state's blue laws. 
For the last seven years, she 
has kept a weekday vigil from 
June 19 to Labor Day on the 
Capitol steps with her Christ 
figure, a couple of plastic 
lambs, an American flag and 
. replicas of tablets inscribed 
with the Ten Commandments. 
The display once included a 
figure of Moses, but a visitor is 
told, "I don't bring Moses 
anymore because he is 
heavy." 
The whole scene, ac-
companied by religious and 
patriotic. music that blares 
from a cassette recorder. is a 
tribute to freedom of ex-
pression, and Warren chose 
the Capitol as her backdrop 
because "the whole world 
comes here." 
Last week, for example, she 
met 20 schoolteachers visiting 
from Moscow. 
"One lady whispered to me, 
'I'm a Christian.' And I said, 
'Lady, you don't have to 
whisper here. Shout it out 
loud!' ... She had tears in her 
eyes," Warren recalled, 
wearing her usual red, white 
and blue outfit. 
A retired factory worker and . 
sales clerk of modest means, 
Warren shares an apartment' 
. with a daughter in suburban 
Virginia and receives some 
help with transportation and 
other expenses from friends 
and supporters. 
She is allowed to stage her 
vigil under weekly demon-. 
stration pp ... -mits issued by the 
U.S. Capitol Police Board. 
According to police spokesman 
Dan Nichols, the board's 
general eounsel is reviewing 
the Supreme Court's creche 
ruling to determine "how this 
will affect this demonstrator 
or future demonstrations on 
Capitol grounds." 
Our Annual 
GIGANTIC SIDEWALK SALE 
at the Fishnet!! 
July 14th and 15th ~ 
All Fish on Sale Saturday 
Fantastic in-store & sidewal 
bargains! 
Win tickets 
to Six Flags! 
Free Gold-
fish for the 
kids. 
-REDUCING THE Pen-
tagon's payroll costs by 
eliminating some of the 580,000 
military and civilian jobs with 
"functions that do not add 
clear value" to the weapons-
buying system. Atwood said he 
did not know bow many jobs 
woold be cut or where. 
-Assigning the un~ 
dersecretary of defense for 
acquisiton, a post currently 
vacant, the full management 
responsibility for major 
acqusition programs through a 
Cheney criticized "policy 
gridlock" created by 30 
congressional committees and 
77 subcommittees with jurisdiction over. defense 
matters and said he will issue 
a set' of recommendations on 
congressional-Pentagon relat-
ions by Oct. 1. 
_ .':. 2 ... 0 '~+."E'-~~~di.;&~~~ ,~"'-~'A-RNOLD'SNjARKET i R{ 
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HYotiWantToSaveBIGonFood .... Shop ~ ~ 
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Blue Ridge Mountain Waler 5 GoJ. J.r......... ...611.99 
Opeg Pil BBQ Sauce I Gal... ....................... _ .. _ .......... s 11.45 
Wickers BBQ Sauce Ie ......... _ ... _ ........... _ ............................ 68.4 5 
RedGold Tomato Sauce slb. 10 .... _.......... .. ... 62.85 
Red Gold Tomalo Pun.e. Ib. 9 .................................................. '2.95 
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I.e Preferida Jalapeno Nacho Slices 6 lb. 10 oz. ........... _ ...... 66.39 
B & !II Baked Beans 7 lbo, 6 ........................................................ 56.59 
Bush Dark Red Kidney Beans 61b, 15 oz. ............................... 62.85 
Pace Picanle Sauce '" G.I...... .. ........ 66.29 
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Blue Bell Mild Cajun BoIogoa-"".-_._. $198 Ib. USDA Choke Filet Mignon .. _ ... _ .. _ ........ __ . $628 Ib. 
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leotucky Gold lout Beef __ .' ,, ___ $5 78 Ib. EI¥ Hotel Planer Style Baron • ___ . __ $1 48 Jb. 
OurOwa AmericaD Potato SaIad ___ 98<C lb. Grade/>. Fresh Ground Tnrkey ___ . __ $1 18 •. 
Experience lceolantic Ocean Perch .............. "". $ 3 99 lb. 
i..ar1e-Mealy Snow Crab QlIsters .. __ ............. $799 lb. 
Fresh Made DaiIy·Shrimp Dip .. _ ...................... $3 59 lb. 
Tasty.Fresh Stuffed F1ounder ..... __ ........ _ .. $248 ..... 
Our Own Made Fresh Cocktail Sance ____ $ 199 lb. 
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Triple Oscar-"vinner Laurence Olivier dead at 82 
LONDON £UPI' - Sir 
Laurence Olivier, considered 
by his peers the greatest actor 
of the 20th century whose 
theatrical triumphs during 
nearly six decades ranged 
from Shakespearea!l drama w 
Hollywood stardom, diet. 
TUf!Sd:;y. Hewas!i2. 
The tri\Jlc; Oscar-winner died 
in his sleep ;it his home in 
Sussex, about 5{) miles south f)f 
London, said Sue Green, a 
spokeswoman for In-
lE'rnational Creative 
Management, his agent in 
London 
At lea:;t 12 of London's top 
theaters were to be darkened 
f'lr an hour Tuesday night as a 
sign of resoect to the man 
regarded by many as the 
forem~t actor of his time. 
"He was great in all things 
he did," said Michael Caine, 
who starred with Olivier in the 
m(lv;E' "Sleuth." "He was a 
unique man am.. undeniably 
irr<~placable. " 
Rex Harrison remembered 
"a great, great friend with a 
grea t, grea t sense of humor," 
and Anthony Hopkins <:!Ctlled 
him "the greatest actor of this 
~entury." 
Glenda Jackson said 
"Olivier had probably the 
most oerfect career an actor 
could ever dream of" and Alec 
Guiness said he was "a giant 
among actors." 
Olivier's first Academy 
Award was a special Oscar in 
1946 for "Henry V," awarded 
"for his outstanding 
achievement as actor, 
producer and director," and 
the second was for his starring 
rille in "Hamlet" in 1948. 
In 1979 he was given an 
honorarY Oscar "for the full 
body of his work, for the 
unique achievempnts of his 
entire career and his lifetime 
of contribution to the art of 
film." 
Olivier was nor.li:lated for 
Oscars for numerous other 
films including 'Wuthering 
Heights" in 1939, "Rebecca" in 
Rolling Stones kick off tour; 
end Jagger, Richards' feud 
NEW YORK (UP!) - The 
Rolling Stones, as feisty and 
irreverent IS ever, kicked off 
their first tour in eight years 
Tuesday with a Grand Central 
Terminal press conference 
almost drowned out by the 
screams of hundreds of fans. 
"We're better than 1!NI1 -
there's more rockin' and more 
hard rhythm," said Mick 
Jag!;!er, sweating and grinning 
W. 9O-degree heat as Keith 
Richards and the other three 
members of the band mugged 
fc-r the cameras in a !K.ene 
reminiscent of the 19608. 
The "Steel Wheels" tour, 
coinciding with release of the 
Stones upcoming album of :"'1e 
same name. marks the end of 
the feud between Jagger and 
Richards that kept the band 
idlp for years. 
A one point, Jagger leapee. 
on Rk'lards' back and hugged 
t.im. 
"We don't have fights," he 
said. "We have 
disagreements." 
Firm dates for the first leg of 
the tour w'!re announced, with 
the kickoff concert set for 
Buffalo, !-l.Y., Sept. I. 
Then comes Toronto, Sept. 
3; Pittsburgh, Se?t. 6; East 
Troy, Wis., Sept. 9 and 11; 
Cincinnati, Sept. 14, fialeigh, 
N.C., Sept. 16; St. L'lUis, Sept. 
17; Philadelphia, Sept. 21; 
Washington, D.C., Sept. 25; 
and Cleveland, Sept. '1:1. 
Tickets were to go on sale in 
some cities July 15 at $28.50. 
The rest of the tour will take 
the band to New York; Los 
Angeles; Vancouver; Atlanta; 
Tampa, Fla.; Foxboro, Mass.; 
Detroit; Montreal; In-
dianapolis; Minneapolis; 
Jacksonville, Fla.; Houston; 
Birmingham, Ala.; Dallas; 
DpDver; Y.'lnsas City, Mo.; 
Ames, Iowa; New Orleans; 
and Miami. 
The press conference was 
staged in one of the huge 
waiting rooms in the lower 
level of Grand Central and 
about 500 reporters, 
photographers and groupies 
with influence waited for the 
Stones to roU into the station 
from Harlem on the back 
platform of an old-fashioned 
observation car used in the 
movie "Cotton Club." 
The fans, jammed against 
police barricades at the 
waiting room doors, weren't so 
patient, screaming, "We want 
the Stones!" over and over 
until the quintet finally trooped 
out on a makeshift stage. 
Jagger, wearing sunglasses 
and his famous go-to-hell grin, 
looked down at the mass of 
media, and cracked: 
"I know what you're going tc 
ask - 'Is this the last tour?' 
And, 'How much money are 
you going to make?' " 
Asked if the band was "doing 
it for the money?" 'Jagger, 
who had discardetl ;,is fancy 
green vest and was in the 
midst of pulling bis shirt off, 
gaped in mock dismay. 
"Who said that?" be ex-
claimed, dumping his shirt on 
~~~:~hlsn!J~at ~e 
Trade paper . rumors were: 
that the band had a guarantee 
of $70 million, including TV 
and merchandising, in a deal 
with Concert Productions 
International. 
~ 
Nightclub risks license, violation 
to keep 'dwarf-tossing' contest 
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. 
(UP!) - A nightclub will stage 
a controversial dwarf-tossing 
cootest despite a state Liquor 
Control Commission ruling 
that it could jeopardize the 
establishment's license, a 
manager said 'l'uesday. 
"What it boils down to is we 
may be in violation," Scott 
Vokoun, manager of the 
Carnival nightclub said. 
"That's what the liquor 
commission has said. 
However, they will determine 
it that night. Our attorneys 
don't think so." 
The nightclub's plans to 
allow pal:ons to throw a 
harness-clad male dwarf into a 
2O-foot strip of padding at $5 a 
toss also have prompted city 
officials to consider an or-
dmance banning such events. 
The contest, featuring 
"Little Mr. T" of Florida, is 
scheduled to run Wednesday 
through Friday night. 
Commission duty officer 
R'!nee Pollard said the Car-
Dlval could be fined $300 for 
each violation or have its 
liquor license suspended or 
revoked. 
"At this point, it appears 
that they do not have the 
proper entertainment per-
mit," she said Tuesday. "We'U 
have an investigator there aDd 
that investigator will have to 
make a recommendation." 
State records show the 
nightclub has an en 
tertainment-M JleTlDit that 
allows restricted acts, in-
cluding movies, closed-circuit 
television and musicians. 
The permit also allows the 
club to run some types of 
contests that do not include 
changing costumes, she said. 
Vokoun said tir:ket sales 
have been brisk for the c0n-
tests, which will last a couple 
ofhoursea"~nig"~. The patron 
whll ;O·St'·, •.• dwarf the 
far-il":ett -..i; i:· w·ol v, be said. 
Elvis concert proce(~rJs in oUspute 
MINEOLA, N.Y. (UPI) - Presley's wife, Pr'sL l'a, 
The proceeds from unrefunded Joseph Hanks and the Na j m.~1 
tickets to an Elvis Presley Bank of Commerce, at: lie 
concert canceled because of whom are co-executors •• Ire 
the singer's death shCi:lld not singer's estate. Jerry Weill-
be turned over to Nassau traub, promoter of tIle con;;ert, 
County, a judge ruled also joined in the suit. 
Tuesday. Presley died six days beforE' 
State Supreme Court Justice the scheduled concert, r>n.j 
Eli Wager said the $85,930 did approximately two thirdr of 
not belong to the county th tick h Id I· ~ f because it might be construed e et 0 ers app I', o~ 
and were granted ref:J:IC::'. 
as abandoned property, which Many, however, kept tho' 
under the law, could be tickets as souvenirs. 
c~~eds~tth*::ta~over the Attorneys for the e,LI:e 
money was brought by a~uP.ri that a six-year statute 
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Hf lin itatiOll$ bars :my more 
refunu;, and if the state 
a.)andonoo property Ir!w ap-
plies, there was a t,,'oyear 
limitforref~nds. 
But Wager order'''l state 
Comptroller Erlwarr " 'gan to 
determine if the st ; has a 
nsted inter;·t in .ne funds 
under the ah~ :oned property 
Ilw. 
If Regara rejects state in-
tf:'!'ventior. in the disposition of 
lite ,'mds, then the money 
W Juld go to the Presley estate, 
W;:gersaid. 
1940, "Richard III" in 1956, 
"The Entertainer" in 1960, 
"Othello" in 19% and "Sleuth" 
in 1972. 
Olivier won fans on both 
sides of the Atlantic for his 
early screen role as Heathcliff 
in the movie "Wuthering 
Heights" opposite Merle 
Oberon. He was still winning 
them two generations later 
. with such roles as the Nazi war 
criminal in the film 
"Marathon Man" and as the 
exiled father in the television 
production of Evelyn Waugh's 
"Brideshead Revisited." 
Former President Reagan, 
an ex-actor himself, issued a 
statement in California 
saying: 
"Sir Laurence Olivier 
delighted millions with his 
unmatched excellence on the 
stage and screen. He was an 
actor of immense talent, 
precision and a deep and en-
during d<!dication to his craft. 
Some of the greatest moments 
in the history of the per-
forming arts came as the 
result of Sir Laurence's 
brilliance. He will forever be 
remembered as one of the 
truly greats. Nancy and I were 
among his many fans and are 
deeply saddened by his death. 
We extend our sympathies to 
bisfamily." 
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NOTICE FROM THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE 
ALL UNDERGRADUATE' STUDENTS MUST COMPLY WITH THE 
FOLLOWING SATISFACTORY PROGRESS POLICY IN ORDER TO 
RECEIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,. 
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS POLICY 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE SIUDENTS AT 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE 
The Federal Government, the States, and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale have invested large sums of money in 
order to provide financially needy S'_Aents the opportunity to attain a post-secondary education. Financial aid recipients 
are responsible for usin9 the funds provided in an acceptable manner. Therefore, a student who wishes to benefit from 
the receipt of financial aid funds must maintain "satisfactory progress" as defined in this policy. 
AUTHORITY , , 
The Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended and the final regulations set forth by the Department of Education In 34 CFR 
668 require that institutions of higher education establish reasonable standards of "satisfactory pro_gr~ss". ,A stl:ldent who 
does not meet these standards is not eligible to receive federally funded financial aid; Southern IllinOIS Unlverslty?t , , 
Carbondale shall make these standards applicable to all state and institutional aid programs for the purpose of maintaining 
a consistent and reasonable financial aid policy. 
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS STANDARDS 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale requires that a student be makin~ "satisfactory pro~ress" toward a degree if 
that student wishes to receive financial aid funds. A student is making "satisfactory progress toward a degree if , 
successfully meeting two basi~ academic standards. First, a stude,nt ":lust complet~ a rea~onable .number of credit hours 
toward a degree each academiC year. Second, a student must maintain a scholastiC standing, denved from grades, that 
allows for continued enrollment at the University under current academic guidelines. The following parameters will be 
used to define these two basic academic standards: 
1) Maximum time to graduate: A full-time, eligible student is expected to 
complete a degree in six academic years (12 semesters). A half-time, 
eli~ible student is expected to complete a degree in twelve academic 
years (24 semesters). In order to be sure that a student is progressing 
toward that goal, each student's progress will be measured annually after 
Spring Semester to determine the progress made for the last academic 
year of attendance. Each term of at least half-time attendance shall be 
Included in the annual review whether or not the student received finan~ial 
aid for the term. The following chart will serve as a model to determine if 
each student is meeting this requirement of "satisfactory progress", 
MODEL FOR FULL-TIME AnENDANCE 
2) Grades: A student must remain in compliance with the University's 
policy concerning scholastic standing, grades, and grade point average as 
defined under the topic "Grading, Scholastic Regulations, and Credit" in 
the current Undergraduate Catalog Bulletin. A student who is on.., . 
Scholastic SuspenSion is not maintaining "satisfactory progress·. A 
student who is scholastically suspended may be readmitted under 
Scholastic Probation status by the appropriate academic dean and remain 
eligible for financial aid. Each student's scholastic standing will be 
monitored after each semester or term of attendance. 
SIUC SIUC 
Academic Cumulative 
Terms Hours 
Completed ~
1 8 
,2 16 
3 24 
4 32 
5 42 
6 52 
7 62 
8 72 
9 84 
10 96 
11 108 
12 120 
A student who does not meet either or both of the standards set forth above and who cannot show "mitigating 
circumstances" is not maintaining "satisfactory progress" toward a degree and is no longer eligib!e to receive financial aid 
funds. (See Appeals) 
Nothing in this policy shall be'construed as a reduction of external requirements by other federal, state, public, or private 
agencies when they award or control financfal aid. Examples of such agencies are: Veterans Administration, Vocational 
Rehabilitation, and the NCAA. . 
DEFIN2TIONS . 
Credit hours completed shall be defined as the total number of academic credit hours for which a student receives any 
grade other than a failing grade. Incompletes, withdrawals, audits, and remedial courses which do not count toward a 
degree shall not be considered as credit hours completed. Credi! hours received for repeated courses shall be counted 
only once.-
Eligible stude,lts shall be defined as those students who are admitted to the University in a degree-seeking classification. 
All other students are not eligible for financial aid . 
. FUll-time attendance for undergraduates shall be defined as enrollment in twelve (12) hours or more per semester. 
Half-time attendance for undergraduates shall be defined as enrollment in more than five (5) hours and less than twelve (12) hours per semester. -
Underoraduqte shall be defined as a student who is a freshman, sophomore, junior, senior or a senior with a bachelors 
degree seeking a second bachelors. -
NOTIFICATION OF TERMINATION 
It shall be the responsibility of the Financial Aid Office to publish this policy and to notify by letter any student who is no 
longer eligible to receive financial aid funds. Said notice shall be addressed to the student's most current home address on 
file with the University. IT SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT TO INFORM THE UNIVERSITY OF A 
CORRECT HOME ADDRESS AT All TIMES. Studenfs academic deans shall receive copies of all notice Itltters. 
REINSTATEMENT .. 
Students will have their eligibility to receive financial aid reinstated when they have reached the level of satisfactory 
progress required of them by thiS policy. They may acn,eve this status by the completion of incomplete grades, correction 
of incorrect grades and by earning more than the required number of completed hours for a term or terms without the 
benefit of financial aid. 
APPEAU 
Any student who cannot meet the grades requirement, or the cumulative credit hours compl~tion requirement shall have an 
opp~rtunitv to ap'peal i~ ~riting to explain "mit!gating cir~m~tancesn. The appeal should be sent to the Financial Aid 
Ady~sory Co~mlttee Within 15 days of the notice of termination. The finanCial Aid Advisory Committee will review the 
"mitigating CIrcumstances" documented in the appeal and provide a written decision within 20 da}'s atter receipt of the 
apPdal. 
Paid for by the Financial Aid Office 
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Danville man 
faces trial for 
pornography 
DANVILLE. III <uP!) - A 
former Danville disc jockey 
faced trial Tuesday on child 
pornography charges. 
Carl "Bud" Sunkel. 62. is 
accused of possession with 
intent to distribute child 
pornography. The child por-
nography charge stems from 
hls arrest last September at 
his Danville home. Authorities 
c~mfiscated photograptJs. 
videocassettes and video 
recording equipment. 
Indiana State Police started 
investigating Sunkel in 1986 
when he allecedly answered an 
advertisement in an un-
dergrllund pornographic 
magazine. The ad had been put 
Ifi the magazine by an Indiana 
State Police investigator. 
Another Danville man. Al 
Thomann. 38. was convicted 
earlier this month on a charge 
of child pornography and is 
awaiting sentencing. Both men 
were arrested in the same 
sting operation. but 
prosecutors don·t believe the 
two cases were related. 
Sunkel has been free on bond 
since his arrest. 
THE PROGRAM for RaPe 
Education and Prevention 
(PREP) is recruiting com-
mittee members to present 
works.bops designed to 
heighten awareness about the 
problem of rape in our society. 
PREP is sponsored by 
Women's Services and the 
Campus Safety Fee Board. 
Interested graduate students, 
faculty or staff can call 453-
365!'a for more information. 
THE MOVIE "The 
Evolutionary ~onspiracy - A 
Quantum Leap into the New 
Age," will be shown 7 tonight 
at The Door Christian 
Fellowship Church, 118B N. 
Illinois Ave. Sponsored by 
International Christian 
Fellowship. For more in-
formation, call Dave at 457-
7519. or Terry at 549-3474. 
A GAY AND Bisexual Men's 
Support group is forming. To 
register. please call 453-5151 
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., or 
Jim Stolz at 549-5417. 
EGYPTIAN DIVERS: The 
club will meet today at 5 p.m. 
on the steps of Pulliam pool, 
before going to the 
Piekneyville barbeque. New 
members welcome. For more 
information, call 457-M89. 
NATURAL HYGIENE 
Lifestyle: Diet, Activity, 
Rest" is the topic G a free 
lecture given by £r ~c Jaekllteb 
a p.m. today, 41 Hillcrest Dr .. 
For more information, caD 
~Marie Germain at 457-
8374, or Paige, Carolyn and 
Donat549-5S8l. 
REGISTRA TlON CLOSES 
July 21 for the College Level 
Examination Program 
(CLEP) to be given Aug. 14 
and 16. For more ir.!ormation 
and registration 18teria1s, 
contact Test Se .. vices at 
Woody Hall 1)204 or pbone 536-
3303. 
JIM MURPHY will speak at 
a China Up<lP.te lunch noon 
today at the J.ltt:daitb Center. 
Sponso',ad by Friendsbip 
Associaton of Chinese Students 
and Scholars and Univeristy 
Christian Ministries. For more 
information. eall Pat Snyda- in 
the aflemoonl at 549-7387. 
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Classified 
536-3311 .. 
-DIRECTORY 
For Sale: 
Auto 
Pans & Services 
Motorcycles 
Recreational Vehicles 
Bicyles 
Homes 
Mobile Homes 
Real ESl.ale 
Antiques 
Books 
Carncras 
Computers 
Elccuomn 
FurniLure 
l\1u .. "al 
PelS & Supplies 
Sporting Goods 
Miscdlancous 
HcipWanlcd 
Employment Wanted 
Scrvicc~ Offered 
Wanted 
Adoption 
Lost 
Found 
For Rent: 
Apartment 
Houses 
Mobile Homes 
Townhomes 
Duplexes 
Rooms 
Roorrunales 
Mobile Home LoIs 
B us;ncss Propcny 
Wanled 10 Rent • 
Suhicase 
Rides Nccd~-d 
Riders Needed 
AucI"n & Sales 
Yard Sale Promo 
Frcc 
Business Opponiniti.s 
Entertainment 
Announcements 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 
roucclor.~""'nIIlninl_) 
I day .....•... 64e per line. per day 
2 da~ •..... .5ge per line. per day 
3 day •..... .53. per line. per da~ 
S day •...... 41. per line. per day 
6·9 day •... 41. per line. per day 
10-19 da)'l38.r line. per day 
20 Of morc32.r Ii"". per day 
Minimum Ad Si.,: 31ines. 
30 cha.-erlline 
Copy DacIIinc: 12"N-. 
I day prior 10 publication 
VisalMUICrCUd Acccpcd 
c.au card dwJes throuah 
!be JnaiI or over _ pbaM • 
are limited 10 Imdcr $30. 
SMILE ADVERnslNG RATES 
J incIL ............•••.••... _ •••.. :st..oo 
$l.OO for each additional indI. 
Artwmlt c:lwJe. ............. .s 1.00 
PIIC,I<"raph cbarge ..•.••••• .sS.OO 
Minim .... AdSi.,: 
I CoIuInn 
Mmmunt Ad Six: . 
1 cal ... 16 iBdIes 
S"," Rcservllion lkadline: 2 p.m .• 2 day. prior 10 
public:atioa 
RequiRme.>IS: Smile ad .-ale. are clesigned 10 be used by individual. 
or organiUlions fOf personal advcnioinS .- binhclay ...... iveruries. 
congratulation •• eu:. and nOl for commercial use or 10 announc:c event 
CLASSIHED DlSPLAV ADVERTISING 
Open RaIC .•••••••••..•.. S6.IS perco\lII['.n indI. per day 
Minumurn A.d Siu: 1 wlwnn inch 
Space Rcservllion Deadline: 2 p.m.. 2 days prior to 
publicalion .. 
RequiJancnls: AU I cd_ classjfied clUplay ~ .... 
lajuired 10 Mvc • 2-pain11oordcr. Other bonIen an: aa:qubIe 08 
IarJcrmhmm widlhs. R_~_are_aa:qubIe" 
classifieddUplay. 
CLASSIFIED AJ;)VERTISING p()LlCY' 
PIeasc Be Sure To Check 
VourClanificd Adv~ For Emu 
On The Finl Day Of I'IIbIicatioa 
~!c~,.:!:=:~::..:= 
_ for-emn Oft 1he finl Uy Ibqr....-. Enwt __ 
auIa._ IIIMftiser wbicb IesMII the value • !be eotvati_ wiD 
~adjuoIed. 
All dauiflCd advcnitin, mUll be pooccaed lIcfaIe 12:00 H.- 10 
ppoar in 1/Je lIClI,day·. pul>Iicaion. An)'lhina..--. .,.12:00 
~ ..!It I" ill !he folJowina day'. public:ali08. Oassif ... aMnisin& 
,.,.... be paid ill advanc& aaopt for IhMc _ willa CIIabIiIhed 
I:IDIiL A 15, daaoJe wiD be ad/W 10 billed cIuIif .... aoMftilin&. A 
seMce cIwp. S7.SO wiD be added 10 tIa 1IIMfti .... • • ..- rew 
overy chcck filii.-! :0 !be Daily Ea)'lllian ...... by 1/Je *"-i ...... 
bank. Early -uauan •• cJauiflCd adv...u- wiD be dwJed • 
~2.00 oeMee fee. Any refunol ander $2.00 wiD be rorfeiled dae III _ 
tOII.~. 
, AU advcfti.in, .ubmiacd 10 !he Daily EaYP'i- is subjcc:l1O 
~III and a.y be -uc.t. ftjoclcd, orcanc:cllal.My Ii-. 
: The Daily Eaypian as_. 1M> Iieulil)' ., 'Of Illy -!On It 
beconIa_1Y lOomil.~ 
i A...pc. all mai1...-der ilCn!S __ be submiIICd and appnwed 
~=-:=.:::. 1 
'eM COMPATIBI.£ SYSTEM 6401(. 
""'rd <iiv •• t>l.Q priII«. loti more, 
·$1250. 549-3414. 
7_14=82 358]AI173 
ACER 710 COMPUTER .)'Stem: 
20MB hard disk. Olodat .. p ..... 
'Nord P..-fec:t 5.0. $! 895. Oatci 
~ S)'IIWmf. 529-2563. 
7 .. 1+82 41?MnZ3 
JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND Uoed 
.....itu ... Old RI. 13 W. Tum Sooth 
::~~78. Tav ..... , go thr. 
8..2:ft9 405MnJ83 
MISs IOTTY"S 0000, .... wed 
fllmitwe ., aIfordobit price&. ·J04 
EallJacDoDSt .. ~
. t.~Wm -BUY J.b~1S ~1!a!IJ1IJI!lI!~I!IIIiBI_m I furniture and ontiqao. South Oft 
\,lid 51. 549-1782-
___ uu!i1fli11 ~§ZE WA~1?"J~~ 
lady ... ..:n: typewrjw. a-
_, $20. Cal 529-3486. • 1987 HONDA SPREE. red. _. 
eondiIion. 1300 mi.. aobIg USO 
abo. Aft« Spill. -457-4165. 
7-1.4;82 433S&!73 
1983 \/65 MAGNo\. 11~ -. 
condo vetler .tereo, ...... ","",t. 
br .......... runo andloob greet. 
$1700.5411-2816. 
~~:f2HONDA v_413Za~n7; 
CcooIeft e>o>nd.. <0_ inCL, $1500 
080. 529-2470. 
7.]4-69 441QAs173 
1982 JANAGA 400 Americon 
~':'~~:'l~~rr 
7-1.4;82 4433k!Z4 
YAMAHA \/ISON 55OCC. 1982. 
5500 mile •. complet. ferring. Nt:rnd.. 51.so. ~i1t8fb 
1986 HCN>A 0250, ..... cord.. 
"""' .... 51600. Cal 98S-6739. 
Z-?6.Ja2 U24k1ZO 
121165 2 8DRM. ~ __ cir. 
close to CGlllPItI. _t ... 10 
appreciate. $4300 0&0. 549-
SlOfi. , 
z.l4M MU2",,173 
!.~~·~~~t:~~ 
--.529-S50S. 
~~t!I12X35. PAY~!!f. 
o-w ~. ole. good COIId. 
-........ ~.-7 .. 1...., ,')M.g]Z, 
Z-ILA9 W5Ag173 
WANTED USED BASSES ",d 
atCIOIIic:lJ.'iI<n. Storewide." prov-. G\;t..-.,cps $9.99. PA 
rent ... r ..... dng SIvdooa, __ • 
OJ rentala. lighlillg. Sound Cor. 
MuoIO 122 S. /Ionoc, Carbondole. 
-457-5641. 
~M\. BASS AI~Y 
___ Rich 54~1~ or GcIden 
fr.457-8321. 
74H'2 41Z!lAglV 
Miscellaneous 
Scout'. Honor 
The D.E. Classified 
'Works 
Coli 536-3311 
POTTERS KICK WHEel For .ale. 
stone and woad construehan. $60. 
Ccj 827-4325. 
7-14-69 4420Arl73 
1[::,:.,~~~rt§~~!~·:'::::J;·1 
TOP COAlE LOCATIONS. 1 and 2 
bdrm furn. opts., no pet ... , Call 
68':-4145. 
f\..2,jj9 3968bg 183 
BENING REAL ESTATE. 2 bdrm. 
townhouse.s. unfurn, Renl $A7 S-
$500. Cal 457-21 34. 
7-21}.89 4195Bo181 
QUALITY. CLEAN: QUiET. I and 2 
b<tm o."'1IQrtmonts. Oos& to campus.. 
Avc.~ Fell 684-6060. 
1\..24-69 439'>~ 
NICE I 8. 2 BEDROOM furne".d 
oportments. Close to compU!. ot 
606 E. perk. 1-893-4033. 
1l-?'j-Il9 4391QQS 
ClOSE TO CAMPUS 8. ,"wnlown. 
2 bdrm untls. $300 and $350 
manrh. 529-4301 or 457-5312: 
7_19-89 ~
1 8. 3 BDRM APTS on Mdt St. 
across from campus. some u!lmes 
induded. ",m. ~val for fal. Cal 
529-2954. 
7-12-89 44J)BglZS 
2 BDRM UNFURN apt.. water. 
$300 mo. C·dale/M·boro area. 
549-7120 or 993-2221 aft. 5 pm. 
9-2'j-1l9 4421Ba26 
DISCOUNT HOUSING 1 and 2 
bam furn. opts .. no pets. two mies 
West of Cdal" Day. Inn. Call 
684-4145. 
1\..2-89 39676g183 
COALE FURN. APTS: one block 
from campos. At 410 W. Freeman 
3 bdrm $475 per mo., 2 bdrm 
S 360 per mo .. mce 2 bdrm In 
M'boro S200 per mo. Col 687-
>1577 
8-2-89 405009183 
GREAT PRICES ON 1 and 2 Ixhn 
apts. & hou$o$, Furn or unFurn. 
capel. QI'. waor. fl town <JI'Id (X,jl, 
457-4608. 457~956. 
8-2]-89 4224f\q1 
NICE NEW FLRN. 2 bam. 2 or 3 
peopIe_ 609 W. C~ or 516 S. 
Poplar. $urnmer or fall. 2 bloc:u 
from SIIJ: 529-356 I or 529-1820 
7_ I M9 43561\g1Z2 
APTS: HOUSE. At-I) trale", I. 2. 
and 3 bdrm. close to SIU. hlrn 
....."... or f~ Corne by 506 W 
Oak for a 11$' of locations. and 
pre .. 529-358 I 0< 529- 1820. 
7-1M2 4357Bg1Z2 
PARK TOWNE FOR profe;sionals. 
2 extra large bedrooms. !tot:hens 
and dining room. Room to 9-""'. 
Wall. out porches. elClrO storago at 
no extra charge, $395. One 
bectoorn at $295: 457-3321. 
7-21-89 4466BalZZ 
I TRAilS WEST IS !Teal for ;radl. 
I ~tr!:-;r;:s~~..d~l:: 
seonv. economy ~ aI $335 
montliy: 457-3321. 
7-21-89 44611BglZZ 
NEAR CAMPUS. LUXURY 
EFi.aencies for "aduale and law 
.Iudent. only 01 408 S. Poplar. 
._-__ ---_ - tu:Qetr no pets. Cc4 ~g~iij3 
.\~\J·l EFFICIENCIES CLEAN. WEll-
. -R:3 mQlntOoned_ and AlC w~h many 
... OVAL Iocallons w~h., walking d~tance 
from campuo. Col 457-4422. 
1\..1-89 3965BnI82 
SUMMER AND FAll 910 W. 
Sycomore. Incl. utihties and 
RE N T A LS ~:::.:.d.t:t~o~= Eff.ti. 
Office At· tt;am· for_I. 45X~~iB3 
501 E: College BONNIE OWEN PROPERTY 
Management. 8 I 6 E. Main. 529-
Large 1 BedrooJnI 2054. Ccj iii For yOlK renlal and 
Efficiency Apartments :ii;~~=~::lci:j::;"::~al~:~ 
& Mobile Homes Renlrng for va-ious apt .. .,...al for 
Clean. ~~~·4-89 397260173 
wen maintained. GEORGETOWN APTS LOVELY. 
furnished =.f~;:; ::1'0!'1~5~30~ 
_ apa~nts. ~~~~7. $9!l2fIg176 
CARBQtool)AlE SPACIOUS STU:lIO 
457 .. 4422 ~=.!~= 
Imperlol Mecco 
Now Leas/ng 
for 
Summer &. Fall 
-Housing for the 
Serious Student" 
Fum/shed, 
one bedroom 
and effldendes 
Indadcn: 
Carpet &. AIr 
Laundry fadllt1eS 
Wale!". TIiISh &. Sewer 
Oean &. QuIet 
NOpet:s 
Shown by 
AppOintment 
only 
549-6610 
.amp .... laundry fa cadi .... fr. 
r=v=·1:'~. 'Stiiiil 
s. of Pleasant Ho1 Rei. 549~?90. 
. 8..2..89 41,626g183 
HOUSES 
fOR RENT 
Carbondale 
_. 
413S-W&-'" $520 
_. 
610 N_ 5p1nsa $500 
~. SI6W.Pec:on $380 
,. IlO4N.c.rtco 530D 
•• 7OlN:James 
$250 
0i'E BEDROOM APT. Pnvate. 457-
2725. A"olabIe mmedOlely. 
7-13-89 4l53Bg172 
ONE BDRM FURN. apt. UI,I",,,s 
.,eluded. no pel., oval. Aug. 1. 
lease. Cal68.c-.4713 after 4 pm. 
7-21-89 4431E\g17Z 
CDALE QUIET EFFICIENCY apt 
Wok to camp ... $300 mo .• "",lrdo 
uta 549-4360. nxn. 
7-22-89 4442E\g179 
5 BC>RM. 606 S. Forest. furn .. a~. 
color TV. no pet.s, Fall lea5e 
549:~265. 457-7762 
!\-29-89 HSO!\gZ 
'iICKORY GLADE IN Desoto ~ 
wo-th the cnve The .. wel-\;ept. 5 
yea- old. 2 beQ-ooms won washer 
hookups stat A<9J5I al only $265 
monthly. 457-3321 
7_21-119 4467BglZZ 
LARGE 2 BDRM q .. el area ne,.. 
Carbondale Clmlc. Leasmg now 
Ihru fol. $355 up. 549~ 125 or 
549-8367 
7-14.89 404380173 
ClOSE TO SIJ. 2 bam. capeled. 
fur.. oc. wash! aver. color .... : no 
pets. """ be near. 4~'-7762. 
7-14-69 3984BgI73 
ONE 8DRM FURNISHED apl 
";arpeted. central heal/ a~ 
condrtoonng. 457-7782. 
H89 3961BolB3 
MARRIED. GRAD .. PROFl.. 1-2 
bam quiel, nice, unFurn-. 0/<, bw 
.......... 1 mJe RI. 13. 12 mo lease. 
5~598oveo. 
7-18-89 4117BgI Z4 
AUG. WALK TO camp ... extra 
nice. fum. houseo and optS. 1. 3. 4 
barns. No pels. 549-4806. 
7-111-89 4O'l1BgI74 
NICE 2 8EDROCM aparlmenl 
529-5294. 
1\..2-89 4326!1g1B3 
4 Bloo:.S TO CAMPUS. 3 bam. 
Furn. weU kept, no pets. 12 mo 
lease. 529-3076. 684-5917. 
B:-.2-B2. 4340!1g183 
Dl.NN APTS. STLOIO 1 8. 2 bam 
apt>. Pool. ten .... _ and lxul:.e1bo1 
<ourrs. laundrama!. 205 S. lew .. 
Ln. 457-2493. M-f. 
1\..29-89 4Q9'j!\g7 
NEAR REC CENTE~. Brand new 
Energy eFfie",nt 2/ 3 bedroom. 
A/C $465 per mo. Available 
Auguot 15.549-4935. 
7-27-89 5936Bg18Q 
APT. lARGE 2 BDRM. ale. """Ole 
pallO. carport. newly remOdeled. 
__ rraslt and hN. Iumshed. 1 
1/2 mI. !rom cornpo8. v«y qWeI 
area. RespoMibie persoru only. 
Cal 529-4305. 
1\..22-89 4?338g2 
NICE SPACIOUS. EN~RGY 
efhcienl. Iurnish.d or unfumrshed. 
1 bam_ ..... aea. 457-5276. 
1\..22-89 436OBg2 
TWO QIo.E 8DRM apts.. 3 mies E-
of Carbondale. quiel 
neighborl>ood. pelS ok._ .ome uti 
J>IlI'i $150 a mo. ,,"!leany. Cal 
937-2971 alter 5pm. 
7. ]9-69 423@glZ5 
NICE. Io£WER 1 bdrm. fum. I or 2 
.t::;. e!:;: '5'J-1J8~ 
or 529--1820_ 
7-21-ll9 44648alV 
NICE ONE IIDRM ap'_ 30A w. 
Sy.amore. Fur •• $150 .ummer. 
$250 faI and apMg. 529-3581. 
7-2J-lI9 44638gJU 
iiSi_ PAJU(-
HEW l.c· WlDESIIl 
2 .OCK$~ OF TOWEIIS_ 
QUIET. SHADEDLO'IS 
FUaNlSKW. AJC. 
NAl\1IlAL GAS, CABLE 1"'-' 
LOOtED JoIAlL BOXES. 
WASH HOUSE IAUI'IDIlY. 
OWNEII UVElI ON I'I\DlISIjS 
--.. ..... y,-a Mf .. _n_. 
129-1 
FORRE:NT -Close to ~pu5 
. .1:1!f~O.jM 
AOl W. E1m.4 . 
. 402. til £. Hester 
4101/2 £. Hester 
HIEDROOM 
504S_ Ash apt. t 
911 N.Qu1co 
408 W. Cheny 0_ 
409 W_ CherTy 0_ 
520 S. Graham 
509 1/2. S. Hays 
402. 1/2. £. H~ster 
2-BmRooM- . 
406 tl2. £. Hestef" 
410£.Hestef" 
507 1/2 W. MaIn (bk) 
·400 W. Oak.3 
300 N_ Oakland 
301 N. Springer 
'2. .4 
H.rnl.lQQM.. 
408 W_ CherTy Ct. 
409 w. Cheny_Ct. 
3-:ib'~~~ +~f~:wa;s 
5115_ Hays 511 S. Hays 
4OOW.Oak.t,U 2.12. Hospital Dr. 
300 N_ Oakland 5 t 4 N_ Oakland 
50S N_ Oakiand 400 W. Oak , t. f2. 
Tower-Old Rt. 51 HID8QQM.. 
4-BEDROOM --s11JS. BeVeI1dge 
505 5_ Beveridge 300 £. College 
510 5_ 8t;;;.,rldge 305 CresMew 
300 £. College 507 W. MaIn 
305 Crestview 5 t 4 N. Oakland 
505 W_ Oak 2...l.Jill:Jf..QQM 
SlJ7W.Mah 
Available 4OOW.0ak 
fall &. Summer 1989 
529-1082 
r 
i 
PRICED RIGHT APTS. hOLlS .... an;! 
rror1ers in CdaJe and out of Cdae. 
1. 2. and 3 bdrm. hlrn .• ummer or 
fal 529-358' or 529- i620. 
7-21-89 4465BglV 
I AND 2 BDRM. or condo 202 E. 
CoHege. no PO". 457-5923. 5 f 
443
5f1gJ7: I 
blocU from campu5. 
7_19-89 
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR ren •. 4 
bdrm. no pets, OlfOlkX>1e. Aug. 16. 
611 W. CherT~ Cal 457-7 427 
7_14-B9 4025Bb173 
C'DALE. $600 A mo Fo, .,Ie 
$59.500. 4 Ixhn. no lease. pets or 
watOfbeds. 804 S. Oakland 457-
5436 
7_2'j-1l9 4J89Bb178 
EXTRA NICE 4 bdrm. hlrn nou.e at 
A2l W Sycamore. cent. air. 
wasn../a.,.... open..,~ gcrage. 
free mowing, no pelS. Call 
684-4145 
&-2-89 4319Bb183 
CDALE. 3 BDRM fum house 01 822 
W. Kennoc:O". Womer/dryer. open 
sngle gc.age. bas.emenl. wmdow 
Qlr. froe mowing, no peti-. CaU 
684-4145 
1\..2-89 4J17Bb183 
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2. 3. and 4 
bdrm houses. carport, .some 
",asher. and ayer>. free mowng, 
'lO pels. Twa m. W. of Cdcie Day. 
II.' C0I684-4145. 
~~9 4J21Bb183 
VER·( NEAR CAMPUS. 3 bam fum 
house 01 3 I 7 S. Oakland. washer. 
dry~ WIIdow 01, free moW"ll. no 
pets. Cal 684-4 I 45: 
1\..2-89 43186b183 
4 BlOCKS TO CAMPUS. Wei kepi. 
furn .. 3 bdrm. 12 rna !e05e. no 
pel>. 529-3076.664-5917. 
1\..2-89 4341Bbl83 
NICE SPACIa.JS All bnck. onerll( 
oihoent. 3 or 5 bam. QUIet aea. 
457-5276. 
1\..22-89 43<2flb2 
SMAll 1 ROOM hou ••. $ I 60 
monlll plus depo5tl687-4349 
7 _2M9 42 38Bh 1 76 
NICE 2 BEDROOM Wllh .tudy 
Quiet prof_aI ne,g,borhood. 
1001 Johl\Son St: le __ depo54. 
no pels. 549-7447. 
7_2M9 43Z1Bb176 
NICE 3 BDRM. 2 bath. 2 car 
garage. him. central OIl. cboe 10 
carr'4> .... No pels. 457-5266. 
1\..2-89 4372flb183 
AUG .• WAlJ( TO <ampUl_ exira 
nice. Iwn. hc.Aes and QPIs. 1.3. 4 
bdrmo. No pelS. 549-4806. 
8-21}.89 443ABb6 
3 BDRM FUPN. CI"an_ Quiet 
neighborhood. Avail. Aug: 15. 
549-7152. 
7_14-89 44391!b1Z3 
1 BEDROOM WITH .tudy. quiet 
N.W. neighborhood. O/C. largo 
shady yard. perlect for couple. 
$245. 529-2013_ 457-8194. 
549-3971. 
A..?A..lIo 4455Bb6 
3 8EDROOM NEAR th. /lee_ C_. cedar beamed ceilings. 
large &vng roan. no pels. $465. 
529-2013.457-$19"'. 549-397l. 
fb?6..82 44526b6 
NEAR CAMPUS. LUXURY 
Effrcienc ... for grad,ate and low 
• Iuden .. only 01 408 S. Poplar. 
ab.oL.oIy no pel>. Cal 684-4145. 
1\..2-89 3962flb183 
HOUSES FOR SUMMER or fall. 3 
or 4 bdrm.. 1 m.. to SIU. 
549-2258. 
7-14.89 4!236b173 
RARE OPPORTUNITY. 2 beaoom. 
2 borh. profeS5lOnai or<y. AC. hre 
pJace. many Nee extrQS, 1 rru. E 
RI. 13. 549~598 e_ 
7-18-89 4120!lb174 
1 BEDROOM WITH •• udy. qu,e. 
N_ W neighborhood. 0/ c, lar ge 
shady yor.J., pedect for oe::olJple. 
$245. 529-2013. 457-8194. 
549-3973. 
8...28-89 4455Bh6 
3 BEDROOM NEAR the Rec 
Center. cedar beamed celllng~. 
large ~vlfIg room. no pels. $465 
529-2013. 4S7-8194. 549-3973 
8-2&..89 4452Bb6 
SMAll 2 BDRM h0U5e ".de "o",r 
pari;.. CJean. qu .. '. o/e $1249 per 
mo. Call Greg. 457-3586 or 
529-1539. 
1\..211-89 4451 Bb6 
2 BDRM CARPETED. Caport. que! 
nelghbomood. north off Roule 51 
$250. 549-2092 after 6 pm 
7-12=89 4286BbJ7J 
CLEAt~ 3 BDRM house. large shady 
yard. glr, wid hook-vp.s. QUI&I 
area. $405. 529-1218.549-3930. 
7-12-89 4281Bbl7J 
3 BDRM. 2 BATH. o/c. unfuon. crpt: 
CI-'OI. $450 mo. 12 mo. 1ea5e. wid 
hookup. 549~ 598 ev .... 
1\..21-89 42786bl 
2 5DRM HOUSE .em~hlrn.. 1 VI 
lea5o. no pets. !-270 a mo. 
457-8596. 
7-1}.89 42'.AIlhlZ2. 
3 BED AlC GAS heat "'''''' ",rei 
dry, war... !rash. lawn paod $450 
per rnordh. 549-1315. 
7_1 M9 43SSBhlZl 
.. BDRM. 2 barh. big rooms. !rani 
~~. ~5~0~~ 9't2~~4 E 
ElitONDALE. Bd0f~~bll.7\ 
beQ-oom. 2 barh. remodeled fann 
house, Jacuz.z.I. 2 barns. pond, 
fir.place. country sethng. 
Prof ... oonal or Grackrate preferred. 
~57-2861 
7-25-89 440lBb178 
CARBONDALE. FURN. 3 bdrm. 
aic. wid. $450 mo. Three SIngle 
women preferred. 457~538 
1\..2-89 43756b183 
lG 3 BDRM house. qUIet 
neighborhood, ver y dean. Olf. 
appl. fum. 315 Lynda Dr .• 4480 
permo. 529-1622. 549-2702. 
7-19-89 4447Bb175 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
GRAD STUDENT HOUSING 2 \ 
bclrm. ",ret PC><K. $125 dep054. 
$165 mo. 12"" . _. 549-2401. 
7.14..69 .40"9f\c)~3 
EXTRA NICf I A"'D 2 Ixim .• ·12 
and 1 ... wideo. c:arpe~ r ..... air. 
near ......,.... aval ......,.... ar 101. 
no pels. 5.c9-0491. 
1b2'j-1l9 MlZ26r5 
SUMMER OF FAll 230 i-bnsema>. 
SIU I mIe 2 Ixhn. CJi.eI pen. Besl 
"" .... 549-8238 . 
Ip..!l9 395BBcl83 
CARBONDALE NICE ClEAN 2 
bdrm fu,,"shed. QIf. Cc4 529-2432 
or 684-2663. 
7-14-89 40S5Bc173 
1. 2 BDRM FURN .. ac. well kepI. 
clean. quel COIKI. dooe 10 Canp<>$. 
oval . .$U1nmer & fal. .$IJtTl1net' rat~ 
wal .. hrn. 529-1329. 
H.§9 41131k183 
2 8. 3 BDRM. Clean .• k,"m9. 
anchors. furnu.hed. and more 
Avodoble now E_ Park.. No peU, 
529-5505 
Z_1,j.,<j9 ~ 
29 YEARS IN Mob~o Home and 
Space Rentals For knowledge 01 
Mobte Home bvtnQ, ched With u.~ 
fjUI. the", compare No 
apPolntmenl neceS.5ar y Reducec 
S-I.fllmef rat~l Sorry, no pets. ~.el 
atmospher I!! 2 and 3 bedroom 
hom ••. GllS>oo Mob'e Home Park. 
457~405 CIo..., pal; I, canpus 
111 town 616 E Po'*. 51. Roxame 
Mob.le Home Porir.- c1o:s.e to 
campus. R •. 51 South. 
&-2dl9 4OZ'ifk183 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING. 2 
bclrm. hlrn. >doal for coupl .. and 
"ad 5Iud No pel>. 549-4808. 
7-11}.89 4092Bcl74 
4 MI. W. 1-3 BR weI mOlltQllOd. 
qu .. t park. 0/ c. furn~h.d. $ I 45-
$200 month. 687-4983. 667-
1873. 
7-2)-{19 5915Bc177 
DEEP DISCOUNT FOR .ummer. 2 
b:lrm. dean, qUIett, o/e, corpet. 
$100. Southwoad\ Pen. 457-3586 
or 529-1539. 
7_14-89 4159&173 
$75 PER MONTH w. renl th. I 
bedroom trailer north of town. 
549-2092 c#te< 6 pm. 
7-12:89 42R5!\c171 
IDEAL FOR SINGLES I Aval now I 
$Ummerl faIIl 1 bclrm him .. eleon . 
no pets. 9 mo. conlroct. $135 mo 
summer. S 145 mo faIt Between 
SIU and Logan. S 49~6 I 2 day •. 
5~9-3002 ,.;g,rs 
7-21}.89 4332&181 
FOR RENT - FURNISHED mob.!e 
homos for .$ummer or fall In 
Roxonne and Glluon Courts 
Charles Wa1Iace. Tr. '3 Roxanne 
C .. S rt.vy 51.457-7995. 
!}.?-89 4156BclB3 
GRAD STUDENTS 9 month 
contract 1 bed. furn .. clean. no 
pets. AvoJ. now or fot $1 ~5 per 
mo. localed 1/2 way between 
Logan College and SIU on RI. I 3. 
549~612 .days. 549-3002 ngIn. 
7 .. 28..89 428?P.c'61 
goad choce. 10-12-14 ft. wr:le. 2 
and 3 bdrm. Prie ... storl cf $ 125. 
Col 529-4444: 
7_2l,j19 438311<177 
nice 2 bdrm furn. AlC. dcne to 
~266.mU$1 l8e. No pels. 
Pe2dl9 4244Bc183 
IN QUIET PARK. 2 mi. E. of 
Cabondale. 12><65. 2 bdrm. new 
=.4~i5tshed. 5190 per 
7-2O..B9 4351&176 
~~A:':·~:J~ 
",*. 549-6607. 
~ 439211.-172 
More For Your Rent Dollar 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Lots Available 
• CABLEVISION 
• LAUNDROMAT 
Starting at $155 a month 
Starting at $75 a month 
• fP.EE LAWN SERVICE 
INDOOR 
POCl 
• LOCKED POST 
OFFICE BOXES Fr_ Bu. to SIU 
• fREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE 
• fREE TRASH PICK-UP 
• INDOOR POOL 
North HighwaV 51 
549·3000· 
ALL NEW i ~ 3 BEDROOM 
TOWNHOMES 
CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL IN 1/2! 
Close to Campus 
located at: 
309,400.407,409. 
SOt, 503 W. College 
507 L 509 S. Beverage 
509 S. Rawlings 
• Lighted Parking • Separate Kitchens 8.. Dining 
· 3 levels • Porch 8.. Balcony 
• Extra Large Bedrooms ' Central Air 8.. Heat 
• Extra Stor~,~~ e 
(at no additi(JJ".c/ charge) 
Available for Fall &.. Summ': \ 1989 529-1082 
2 BLOCKS FROM 'owen Qr\ P<lri< 2 
bdr,; fUToohed. c~ed. o/c. 9a. 
<:Jppuonc:es. cable lV. very qutel I 
manager ~ve!. on p4'ernt5e$ ShoOed 
Iol, Staring at \210 _ mo. Next 
ROOMMAJE WANTED 10 $hae 2 
bdrm ap' near ("dale CInoc. Ren, 
S 175-$225 mo. Tom 549-1705 
7- ;2-89 4470Bg175 
to Wash House laundromo1 
Parkvoew Mob,1e Hom .... 905 E 
Park Showng 1M' 130-5pm or by 
ow. 529-1 324 
7-19..89 4007Br17S 
NICE 2 OORM. fum. cape'ed. alc 
equai ,oz .. bdrm. cable TV. quoe,' 
10" 01" ...... good ,.chon C!'<>und 
$140 _ bdrm 2 bib from lOw ... 
on Park Manager lives on 
pretTl6e5. PCl'kvew MobIle Homes 
905 E Pari<. Show~ 1M' 1:30-5 
pm 529- 1324. 
7-19..89 490BBr 175 
lARGE 3 llEDRooM. 2 bah near 
.... Ret. Cert .... Cal529~4. 
7-11\-89 42200rlZ4 
;P~. 2~~T7~n':" o~o:ii. c~h 
457~33. 
B-2Hl9 421%1 
2 BEDROOM 10)(55 en pnvate 101 
AIC pari furnIShed. $200 per 
moolh 549- 1315. 
7.]:3..89 43S46rJZl 
2 SEOROOM. AlC. unIurn.. quoe •. 
roc •. 1 In. E. Rt. 13. 12 mo. Iaaoe. 
549-6598 eves. No pols. 
Z.16..A9 41 '9Sd'Z, 
CONTEMPORARY PROFESSIONAl 
2 beaoom .ownhom .... near the 
Cdale CiiOlc. All appl,ances. 
cathedra cedrr", w,lh olty 'gills. 
pr,vate fenced pa/IaI. S29-20 I 3. 
457..8194. 
HI\-89 44538s!6 
3 BEDROOM. 2 1/2 BATH. Grad 
'" prof. '0 ohae Wfh 0Iher grad.. 
$225"., Tom. 549-1705. 
7_ 19..82 4462BdIZS 
COLNTRY SETTNG 2 bdrm. prlV. 
patIO. tapOI". OC. appl. laundry. 
plec.e no pelS. after 6. 687~562 
B; id\9 3361Be16? 
TWO BDRM. LARGE yad, Qed. 4 
mieo south of ~ lAIty POll' 
School DlSlroct. $350 manlh 
457-6610. 
f;~bRM. AREPlAC~ 
dryer. hett. and water ~ Avaj 
Aug. I. $495 per mo. 529-35 I 3. 
8-2&9 59Ols..lg3 
NIC~ TWO tlDRM. Unfurr.. orr. 
!rf~~:~~y. Qr!~I':j~eS~· 5 tn:5~ 
4387. 
8-2&9 424Ss..' 83 
QUET AREA BUT do$e '0 campus. 
CIoan. Ig 2 bci'm apt. Ig vad. Irasn 
pad. $400. 529-1216. 549-3930 
7_12..69 428(&171 
SOUTH WE~T. 2 bdrm. newly 
carpetod &. painted •• 10". Qnd. 
relHg~ fur~ .. wi Q conneehonJ. 
$325 mo. 457-6538. . 
8-2&2 4371!6.:!B3 
GRAD STUDENT OR prof ...... 2 
bam. o/c. _. area. ~365 mo. 
549~447 days. 457-7962 e ... 
7-14..89 43956.:173 
I BED'<OOM COUNTRY location 
$260. neW .. heal & wat&/'. n~ 
pelS. c",hedra! celng. sIdr>g ""'" 
docr. $Iarden .pOI. 529-20 13 
,4SZ..8194.549-3973. . 
11-211-89 4454M6 
ONE BEDROOM. 6 yrs. old. all 
eec .. qutel. --3fpOrl. hun ling and 
Wvng 664-34 I 3 
7-26-89 .... ~p..'72 I 
Rooms 'II 
~ARTIALL Y FURNISHED ROOM 
:lwn balh ., pnvote home, Krtci'ten' 
TV r~m. wQ5her/dryer QCce.s; 
Fem01e. prefer nons.moIr.er. mature 
person. To start soon. $100 
monrnly InckJdeo u ....... ) pIui ass ... 
pny.,eoly daabled female. Phooe 
457-3318. Sca1r Thompson. alIe< I 
pm. Mon.-Fn. 
7-21-89 439681177 
$60 PER WEEK 1Crl", 1M Mo'el 
formerly SL !Of 625 E MOln' I ~~Ie. n'ghll, ··,eo. $12.95 I 
8-28.{!9 443OB16 I 
[.:::,~·~ffiE;~c::,'.]11 
!:·_~~·ut~~~.~3J i 
pc< :no. Avai . ...".dra,ely. 529-
3513. 
6-U9 S2096g1AJ 
2 MA!ES t..eoED F:lR cio>an. Ig 3 
bdrm hou, •. New carpehng. 
centro! a~. $ I 55. Allo male or 
feroole !Of other 3 bam hous .... 
529·1218.549-3930. 
~-bh1M I-OUSE Wjh ~~~ 
dry .... cenltal a~. cciole. 215 S 
Han.en. I ... &QI'n __ • 5175 
mo. aI ""- ncWed 549-2090. 
7-20..89 42?8Bn176 
1 FEMALE FOR v.y nota 2 bdrm 
Irarlel pnvare parmg. cablo. Cal 
nowl IF no ens., leave men 
457-6 I 76 
7_1:}-89 4422Bn172 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
Ccrnandaie. A,aJ. Aug. 1. 5 I 50 a 
mo M",r be neal. 774-2467 air 6 
'-18_82 4366!lg174 
'vEGETARIAN FEMALE MAJURE 
'leo' ~T10re 'g r"O\,:se S: 9:: 4' ':2 
, ~,03 , .... ?el::J1'" :: :bi~ 
~57 ..P,~7 ~ 
~.:i:c!iL ___ ~ 
I[~~~~~~! 
reosonobie rotes. loundromal In 
I 
par\:. Sorry. no pe ... RI. 51 Souh. 
, 
Cc:rbonckR. L 62901. 549~713. 
B-2:}-89 40 12Bb3 
WILDWOOD MOBllJ: H:lME P,,",-
Iorge shady 10,. located Qr\ G_ 
Cly Road. Soulhem Moble Home 
I 
Park. do$e '0 $lU located oIf 01 E 
Park SI. on Wa.7«l Rd 529-5331 
0< 529-51:178. 
7-21..89 443?BblZZ 
VISITING SlJ PROFESSOR and ... 
.... 01 dog WGh 10 rent either "" 
apt or hause frQl'n AUlJcJ..Oec 31. 
1989. Cd: 309-688-9425. ' 
1_2Q.89. !lWB.IZ6 
r,"'WU!1:"11 
EARN MONEY READING Boob! 
$30.000 yr ncamo potent. De, ... 
111805-687-6000 Ext. Y-9501. 
7.?lHI9 3%3C181 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-
$59.230 yr. Now twin~. Cal III 
805-687-6000. Ext. R-9501 for 
currentfaderal bI. 
9-?'H19 417205 
MONEY FOR COLu:GE. We can 
~I We guarantee III Finane.oJ 
a<\Ipb apport. Free brochure. I. 
800-456-9024 Ext. I 10. 
7-14-89 4198C173 
BARTENDERS AAV WAITRESSES 
hrI and par' ''''''. apply n pe ... ~ 
al Gorsby·o. 608 S. I Ave. 
7-1:}-89 4mCI72 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CASE 
CODI'drnator. Will be re,po"..,1e for 
$Q'eellllg slJb$tonc,. abuse Cfltonts 
and theu Fam.ile.s. AlsO) will co-
facirtate goup.$. SOJn& SuperVISion 
and trQl'lUlg of 5ludents. Masler, 
degree- In human serVices wlrh 
work ... g knowledge tn lubstance 
abule. EOE. Send relume 10 
ADAPT. 604 E. CoUege ~Jlt'8:ale. IL mo I. by 
7-13-89 4361C]Z? 
EASY WORKJ EllCRLENT Payl 
Assemb'. . <'"IS a/ home.CaI for 
Info·-. ,. 641-8003 ext. 
~-~: , 437QC174 0f:- HELPER OR 
carpente, :. ..... me tools. required. 
549-4935. Cal evemgs. 
7-14-89 440$(173 
W~.'!R£S~S PART-TIME. MU$r be 
ay" . I. 'ome UrIch .... ho\odaY'. 
Qnd Q~ .e-CDot one yeOl. Apply 1ft 
peraon Qualros Pt%%D, 222 W. 
Freeman. 
7-) 2-89 4408C J7J 
EARN MONEY READING Iloobl 
$30.000 yr. Income potenllal. 
De.", 111800-667-6000 exl ~. 
9501. 
9-27-89 423407 
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS AND 
organlZ.at~ns ne~d 10 work on 
CompU5 repre.senhng Fortune 500 
forms Con.oe, Ke/y a/ 549-5264. 
7-19-119 446](175 
GIANT STEP UP 
IN MOBILE 
HOME LIVING 
2&3 Bedrooms 
at 910 E. Park 
You'Ulove: 
·Great New Locations 
·Storage Building 
·Lighted Parking 
·Sundeck 
2&3 Bedrooms 
at 714 E. College 
Featuring: 
CenlralAir 
Cable TV 
Washer/Dryer 
Close to Campus 
Natural Gas Efficiency 
Sorry No Pets 
457-3321 
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EARN Lf TO $) 0 per ho~ or iU$' 
purchase pro<i>ct. for y"""",, up '0 
50'1; off. Avon. the number 1 
~e~~f~n~;'~ 'C~i 
549-6176.687-.4902.988-1326. 
Of 542-5915. 
8-2-89 An$( I 83 
CHILD OUT PATIENT Counselor 
Duhea Inc,ude: mdlvldual and 
forndy counaelrlg. parent trcamng, 
outreach. and emergency _VICe$, 
Minimum, requirements Qfe 
W. "'.'8r', degr-ee In the human 
,.rv,c. fJeld. and 2 years 
d~~~b~' c~rx:~·':nd t'h:t 
fClmILe,. Send resume to Youth 
Sorw:es Progrom Coordn"'ar. 604 
E. colege. Carbondale. II 62901. 
Resumes aceep.ed un,,1 July 18. 
1989. EOE 
7-12-89 4344(171 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight 
Auendanll. Travel Agents. 
Mechanlcl, CUltom.r Service. 
lisfr.".. Salaries 10 $J051(. Enlry 
level posdoons. Cal III 805-687· 
6000 Ext. A-95O I. 
9_?}!!9 S922pS 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-
$59.230/yr. Now hmg. Cal 805-
687-6000 Ext. R·9501 lor CUTenI 
fader .. 1st. 
9-}{19 3479(12 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Fligh. 
auendants. travel agents 
mechanIC"'. C'uatomer ler VIC.: 
Lslings. Solar... 10 $ I 05K. Enlry 
level ~. Cal 805-687-6000 
Ext.A95OL 
9-s..a9 346OC! 2 
EARN MONEY READING book.I 
$30.000 yr. ,ncome po.enl,a). 
Delals. 1..805-687-6000. 
9_}!!9 3791CJ2 
MA!E SMQIrIRS ,oN) Nonsrno<. .... 
lor o study of .... effeds afagc:o-.... 
amoU.g or: phyorology. mood. and 
blood ....... try. INonimoke,. no' 
req .. ed 10 smoke.1 Must be 2, 10 
35 yeas old. 15().190 bo. We .. -I 
pay quakhed smokers S 1.010 for 
participation In five morning 
._. nonsmokers $30 for """ 
~~.5"~~i>r$YChO'Ogy 
7_'4..89 4213C!73 
EARN MONEY READING Boobl 
$30.000 yr. ,ncome pa'enhal. 
De, .. 111 805-667-6000 Ext. Y-
9501 
7-20-89 3Q92C176 
GOV'T JOBS $1 ~.040 - $59.230 
\01". Now hrllQ. Cal (1) 805-687-
6000 Ext. R·950 1 for curren' 
federalsl. 
&-1-89 2013(182 
YOUTH DIRECTOR: 1/2 I,me '0 
.... ve k. & 5<. Hrgh you .... m",IStry 
lor Fnl Sap", .. ""'I a....'IOO. F"t 
Pre.sbytonan Churc.hes of 
Cabondale. R""""" & references 
10 PO box 6. Cc:rbonckR. l62903 
by 7/22/69. 
7-21-89 4J6SCIU 
MICROCOMPU~U SOFTWARE 
SPECiAliST II. The Daly Egyphoo·. 
27.()()().cro./ahon daty new.paper 
of Southern IUmo" Uruverslty 01 
Corbondale. .eek> a 
M",'ocOtT'4>lAer Sofrware Speaairsl 
In our production department. 
applicant must hove (0) coUege 
COlna won. wlh Q nwwnum of 18 
semester houn. of credit dtrecriy 
ralated 10 mICrocomputer 
prcgrammlng. analYSIS. and 
deSign. 6 of whIch were In 
microcomputer appitcahons and 
two years of experience In 
microcomputer ClPpll~ohons 
progrommng or fbI Iwo years of 
e>epenOllCe at or compaable 10 .... 
next lower level of th. ,enes. Macrntosh e __ nee .. 9feferred 
Knowledge of QuarkXpress and 
M,crOlOo" Word helphll. Mmunum 
lO!ary: $1 52 I/mo_ Contact Slue 
Employm.nl S.rv' •••. 803 S. 
EIi%abelh SI.. Carbondale. IL 
62901 in person by noon 
Thursdloy. JtAy 13. 1989. A .iviI 
_VICe e><arn a r.q ..... d. SOC a 
an equci opporlriy employer. 
7.1:}-89 ,u9OClZ? 
GOOD. HARDWORKING 
DEPEI'DABLE montenmce p"""'; 
needed !Of pcrHine work on traier 
park mel houses in lawn. $4 Iv .. 
ss alter I .. mo. Must have tool.. 
Cal Greg 457-3586. 
7.1+69 4398C173 
Et.IGI8lE lADY 60-65 10 Ive fl. for 
further inform_ .aI 529-3571. 
7_2Q.89 A397Cl76 
D.J.'S WANTED. RECORD 
coll •• "on preferred. apply oJ 
GabbY' 10-6. 608 S. IInoos Ave. 
7-1+69 4412£173 
COlNSElOR TO PROVIDE .... VICeS 
10 n.naway and OUI of control youth 
& the., fClmdles. Duties tf1clud. 
cour.eIng.c"",,~.meI 
cnlll Intervenllon servIC .... 
Qualifications Ofe Q B.A.I WI Q 
human •• rVlces fte~ and 2 yrs. 
counseIng a_renee WIIh youth. 
Send reSum.s marked 50S 
Counselor POlr'lon to. Youth 
Sor_ Progr<m coordinator. 604 
E. Caloge. Carbondcie. a. 62901. 
?;;t'rotor appkallOf1O JiAy 25. 
7-2).89 ,441 scm 
FEMALE BARTENDERS' 
WAITRESSES & dancers. ~
ope .. "",. CoM or apply 01 JB', 
PI""e. Hoghway 51. 3 ... N. of 
Desoto. 867-9369. 
7.1+69 44??C173 
STlDENT WORKER. REPAIRS rool. 
painting. 549-5129 after 6. 
fum"ure for s<ie. Cheepl 
7-1}89 4416ClZ? 
OPENINGS FOR LPN'S fuN and 
port tvn •• evenings and nlghta. 
CNA's even .. gs. and DDA's all 
ohrhs. Apply .. person. Ma" .. giy 
Heahh Car. Cenler. 207 E. 
~_m; &era'. t. 4.444C172 
Malibu Villagq 
Now Renting 
for Summer &.. fall_ 
Large Townhouse Apts .• 
now offering summer discounts. 
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes 
12 & 14 Wide, with 2 & 3 bedrooms, 
locked mailboxes. next to laundromat, 
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Available. 
Call: 
Dczbbicz 
529-4301 
Purchasing Clerk 
(must have ACT on file) 
Morning Work Block required 
(8:30 - 12:30) to work 
approximately 20 hours 
per week. 
Business majors preferred. 
Computer experience helpful. 
Application Deadline: 
Wed., July 12 
Pick up applications at the 
Comn lunications Bldg. 
Rm 1259 Daily Egyptian. 
Job Description 
available at front counter. 
GOLD. SILVER. BROKEN tewoiry. 
COIlS. ".,mg. basebaI c<rd.. class 
rings. e.c. J and J Com. 821 S. 
~. 457-6831. 
R..1S9 39§SfJ83 
CASH FOR BROKEN ACa. Will 
picIwp. Col 529-5290. 
~:mtD: PRIVATE ROO1t'l~lt 
Iatc",," pnvieges !Of mature. 1361 
IuU !>In". fema)e student. rn 
exchonge for l,ght 
hous.k •• plng! .ook,ng du"e •. 
=-8~. two~kl'·~:~~ 
woman. pet, olr.. qUle. 
:t~~";;:-i:'~: 
request. Cal 217-563-2027 alter 
6:30 pm. leave "*""'" 
7-11\-82 4443F1 7,t 
PEOPlE WHO LOVE 10 water olti 
and .... dnve a boot. ohare goo 
_Cal68.4-3713.VOfIivs, 
7_1+80 «W1Z3 
'MI'S'liihMJUII :D];! ... ! .f .. , ....... , .. " .......... ;;
MUD WRESTUNG WED .• I fit 
JB', Place 3 mi. N. 01 DeSoto. 
PrIZes !Of ht and 2nd pIoc.. To 
-- <>aI 867-9369. 0rAn lOan-
........ Exotica--l~ 
7.12M 4428N1Zl 
~*~~~~;!~. ~~~l!I! 1:!]·i!tEf!ifIa~MH1'F~,' 
Z-2O-ft2 4Q23FI76 
HAN:lYMAN WITH PtCK. ...... Will 
5;~;J;ul. and anytltin" "'-e. 
7-20-82 40941'176 
LANDSCAPE HANDYMAN. 
SPECIALIZING in MOWIng. Ir .. 
removal. maintenance and 
replacement. water syot_. and 
~;-r..~. SlU archil.etur_Terry 
7-21-§? 5917fJn 
RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPING. 
SPEClAIJZING 1I1cnl1c_ desvI. 
gardens, .lpr.nkl.r ,y.t.ma. and 
""""encJICe. SIU graduate. 1 S )III. e __ . fTank. 549-7180. . 
7-2H\2 5916F1U 
FOR COMPUTER-MADE Flyers. 
~ wiJh ~ homewark or lech 
wrmg needL Cal 457-2829. 
7_14=69 4471f173 
~ LADIES WHO wooAd IK. to 
attendoreanmoneybyhoatingo 
Ingene paty Ib-ge seIocboo. up 10 
75'1;bebwfeto/l. 529~17. 
Z-26.Jl9 4}l201Z9 
ANNC;.tNCEMENT ANANG 
WHO wed 10 worIt at Marnal '" 
Stvdent Center between Sept. to 
Oct. Please coli 942·3715 or 
457-6737. Thanb 
7.13-82 4413917:1 
PREGNANT? .' 
can BIRTHRIGHT 
Free Pregnanq- Testing 
Conlidenoal Assistance 
549-2794 
215W. Main 
Positions for Fall 
(must have ACT on file) 
Classified Sales ReprE:.'5entative 
-spelling and typing (min. 30 wpm) test given 
-training 1:le9ins mid·August . 
·requires telemarketing skillS 
·flexible work blocks (4 hour blocks preferred) 
Advertising Office Assistants 
-1 position: noon-4:3O 
-duties include answering the phone. 
scheduling advertising. assisting walk·in 
customers. coordinating work with sales reps. 
and dummying the newspaper 
Advertising Dispatch Representative 
-afternoon work block from noon-4pm required 
·duties include delivering daily proofs to 
advertisers 
·car necessary; will reimburse mileage 
Advertising Sales Representative 
-juniOrs and seniors preferred 
·afternoon work block helpful 
-duties include selling advertising to new and 
~xisting accounts and designing and 
Implementing advertising campaigns 
-cor helpful; wiU reimburse mileage 
Advertising Layout 
-morning work block required. 15-20 hrs. per 
week. . 
-duties include laying out pages and doily 
advertisements 
Advertising Graphic Artist 
-afternoon work block necessary 
-knowledge of deadlines. typography, color 
separation & screens helpful. STC commercial 
graphics majors preferred, will consider other 
related majors. 
Pick up'applications ot the 
Communications Bldg. Rm 1259 
c·.'."",··,····,,· .. ':.··,·········,',·,· ,·.· ••• ·.,.".,.'.·,.QJnlCS,· 
Calvin and Hobbes By 8m Watterson 
Bloom County By Berke Breatr.ed 
...... ',-' " " "." ....... . 'Entertainni~nt 
McLeod Theater to present 
double bill cfone-act plays 
By Theresa Livingston 
Entertainment Editor 
Two ::ne-act comedies 
dealing with the theme of 
theatrical illusion becoming 
reality will be performed July 
13-16 as the second feature of 
McLeod Theater's Summer 
Playhouse '89 series. 
Director Christian H. Moe 
said the format of the one-act 
plays generated double 
stimulation for bimself and the 
casts, which he hopes to 
convey to the audience. 
The play will give 16 
members of the 
audience a chance 
to sit on the stage. 
"It's very interesting 
working on short pieces 
because you can concentrate 
on pushing the energy out to 
the audience. It lets you get a 
little more into details than a 
longer piece," Moe said. 
SId PhoIo by r.n..do f'eIiu.Moggi 
William Kirksey, who plays the role Of George SpeIvIn In "The 
Actor's Nlghlmare,"laces the executioner, played by RIc:hIiI'd Bird. 
"The Actor's Nightmare," 
written by Christopher 
Durang, begins the per-
formance. The plot centers 
around an accountant who 
attends a play and discovers 
~V:Vf::=S=~= 
performances. 
Figuring be must be 
dreaming, the unwitting ac-
tor's struggle to regain c0n-
sciousness into what he per-
ceives to be his reality sets the 
comedic loDe. 
After a IS-minute in-
termission, the performance 
resumes with "The Real In-
spector Hound," Britisb 
playwright Tom Stoppani's 
satire on the prejudices and 
stereotypes of the theatrical 
world. 
During the course of the 
event, two rival critics wat-
ching a murder mystery are 
drawn into the actual play they 
are reviewing, while the real 
audience looks 011. 
Each performance of the 
play will give 16 members of 
the audience a chance to sit 011 
stage, thus viewing the play 
from an unusual perspective. 
Moe said that, a1thougb he 
knew the plays were 
thematicaUy close in content 
when he chose them, it wasn't 
:att :!~U~ODc:~ 
theme the two works share. 
"In both cases, the theater is 
used deliciously as a comic 
metaphor to life," he said. 
Both shows will be staged 
each evening. Thursday 
through Saturday per-
formances will begin at 8 p.m. 
and Sunday perfl'mances 
begin aU p.m. 
Tickets are $8 for adults, f1 
for senior citizens, $6 for 
children and $4 for University 
students with a valid 1.0. 
Auditions set for Stage Company 
Auditions for the Stage Los Angeles Times. 
Compan~ community The company will be 
theater's first show, "Corpse," auditioning for four parts· 
of the 1989-90 season will be three men and one woman. I~ 
held 7 to 9 p.m., July 17 to 20, additio.1 to the lead narts 
The play. which was first 
produced in London in 1984. 
has been described as "a 
thriller for the eighties" by the 
there are two parts fo~ 
character actors - one mal'; 
and one female. Interviews 
also will be conducted for 
assisUlnl·apprentice positioru; 
techr reas. 
Auditions are open to the 
public and will be held at the 
Stage Company, located on the 
corner of Main and 
Washington Streets in Car-
bondale. The play will open 
Sept. 29 and will run for three 
weekends. For more In-
formation, c:a1l549-1144. 
.CROSS 
.a-.. 
5 Phy.lc: .... 
10 L.o Douce 
14 Insubstantial 
15 "'-'-l' Actual 
11 H" .... wgot 
20 en .. 
21 SalaH_ 
22 OutwIt 
2S1.oaIIIe 
2& Bua. ada. 
oub~ 
2IT_ 
31 C.rtogoap/lw'. 
-
33 T ..... 
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sa Cow'. fUlmli 40_ .... _ 
41 Get ewMI 
45 Pol 00URe 
411 - Los DOWN 
47 S.mo .. r • UU ABC 
PUzzle answers are on page 19 
2~ 
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....,." 4 "'-__ 
50..._ 
I Noloblo poriod 
! CGIIgotloa 
'"-10 ._,-
.0 T ...... tIP-
11 Orao. 
--
.2 __ 1c 
.ITV.T_ 
11 0I000r pa .... 
..lItYIntbIAI 
24~ 25-_ 
27Y_,-", 
21M ... 1 1101. __ 
311 Aquon ..... flail 
32 .. - Mamer"' 
NPub_ 
35W_ 
Wednesday 
38 l.rnII piece 
3t8rtng_ 
02 l",o-out 
-
u_...-
44l.u«n 
41 G ...... oI.t 
50 _Io'wag 54_-
51W1tchol-
&7 c-Inontol 
PAltl. 
51 TV oho .. typo 
51 Unt ........ 
11 "V •• tl La 
Olubba" 
AAI ..... 1ond 
... Hood of 
France 
IlliSlougltte<oI 
bo_1 &7-_ 
.. Do .... ~ 
.. Coni ... 
'1nIoI>er'? 
Rock MusieJDanc(Z Music 
~----- Drink special ------, 
5.00 Cup-All You Can Drink 
House Drinks All Night 
Thursday 
JONGLE DOGS 
9:30 - 1:30 
25¢ Stroh's Drafts $1.25 Pitchers 
Back 
-To-
Campus 
Advertising Deadline 
July 19, 2:00pm 
457-2259 
Call 536-331 1 for more info. 
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BULLS, from Page 20-----------=----
session for winning. 
Players resented Collins' 
ability to break games down 
into a "I won; they lost" 
situation with post game 
analYSis concluding that 
Collir.s was the only one gave 
all he could. 
IT WAS AN obsession that 
made Collins use JordalJ more 
than any starter in the NBA. 
Players and coaches around 
the league wondered if Jordan 
was not having years cut off 
his career. Still Collil'.s only 
rested his star aHer Jordan 
complained open.y that' they 
were asking too much. 
A good coach should not 
have to be told to rest his main 
attraction before the star 
burns out. Jordan also made 
known that the point guard 
experiment was asking far too 
much from him. 
When Jordan was Dot on the 
floor, the team was c,?mpletely 
los. and often passeQ up open 
shots for fear of missing and 
being pulled from the game 
und"r a flurry of verbal abuse. 
Collins had been known as a 
players' coach who was willing 
to talk to his young players. 
But Smith reports that Krause 
felt that Collins was not willing 
to let the young play£:rs work 
out their mistakes on the court 
without fear of abuse. 
WITH THREE No. 1 draft 
picks coming in, Krause may 
not have wanted Collins' 
demeanor pressuring the 
players. 
Collins' main problem is that 
he wants to win every game 
and has a tough time accepting 
losses. This is the perfect 
attitude for a player, but a 
coach has to realize the 
limitations of his team. 
A player lUte sam Vincent, 
who Collins lauded with praise 
upon his arrival, soon got on 
the tempermental coach's bad 
side and was seldo... seen 
without warm-up swea ts on. 
Smith claims that Reinsdorf 
and Krause beard reports of 
post game accusation sessions 
by (;ollins that would be 
followed with Collins going to 
his office alone to watch game 
films. 
THE ABUSE OF Will Perdue 
in no way endeared Collins to 
Krause, who drafted Perdue in 
the first round, only to see him 
resigned to the bench for much 
of the season. Collins had 
agreed to get Perdue an 
average of 10 minutes a game 
playing. time. In reality, be 
played less than any other non-
mjured first round pick. 
Collins' assistant coaches 
developed the Bulls defense, 
possibly the only major threat 
besides Jordan, yet they too 
often got the cold shoulder 
from Collins. 
Apparently, the word from 
the Bulls front office is that 
Collins always viewed 
Jackson, the new bead coach, 
as a rival and would have 
assistants inform him on who 
Jackson was speaking to. 
COLLINS WAS BECOMING 
becoming an obsessive man 
who was beading for a aurn-
out. He could be a much better 
coach the next time around. He 
is an intelligent, driven 
competitor who will learn from 
his mistakes. 
Jackson has a tough road 
ahead of him. Collins was very 
popular with the fans and 
comparisons will be 'latural. It 
will be difficult to match a 
championship semi-final in his 
first season, but thats what 
will be expected. 
To his advantage, Jackson 
will have the flew Minnesota 
Timberwolves to kick around 
the Central Division. Plus, two 
new bodies in Stacey King and 
B.J. Armstrong fit nicely into 
the Bulls wish list. 
Of course, be also gets 
Jordan. 
THE REPORTS FROM the 
Bulls camp are that Jordan 
likes and respects his new 
mentor and so do his team-
mates. Several Bulls players 
claim that a December game 
against Milwaukee was the 
most enjoyable of the season. 
In that game, Collins was 
ejected early and the Bulls 
came from behind to pull out a 
victory. 
Collins has been ejected for 
real this time. Let's hope the 
Bulls respond to Jackson the 
way they claim to. 
FROSH, from Page 20-----------
grOWing impression that football and 
basketball players are hired hands and 
might as well be paid for what they do. 
"I'm not sure what that means," 
say~ Rawlings. "I suppose we'd be 
paymg our star halfback $1 million a 
year and paying our third-string tackle 
$lOamonth." 
Eliminating freshman eligibility has 
been a long-time campaign of Robert 
Atwell, president of the American 
Council on Education. 
Atwell proposed that freshmen not be 
permitted to play football and 
basketball at a meeting 1<.:st year of the 
Rugby team 
grows, Ieams 
in Milwaukee 
8, Sean ""n\Qaft 
StaffWriler 
Steve Montez, coach of SIiJ-
C men's r ... gby looks on last 
weeKend's rugby tournament 
liS one to grow on. 
"It took us awhile to get 
organized," he admitted after 
the team lost three out of it's 
four matches. However, he 
was suprisingly pleased with 
the way the team performed. 
"We picked up some guys 
who livf'd in Chicago who 
weren't too sure on the plays," 
Montez said. "As the day went 
on we got a lot better. " 
The team fir>i.,hed th~ day on 
a positive DCite winning it's 
final match agains~ one of the 
~i1waukee host teams. "We 
are going to do much better in 
S1. Louis," Montez claimed. 
The team heads to St. Louis 
for a tournament July 22 and 
Monte<: said he feels that 
Milwaukee was a great 
warmup. 
Rugger Tom Kostka agreed, 
saving: "We will do a lot 
belter. We learned so much in 
the few hours we were there. " 
INTRAMUrlAL TABLE 
tennis singles registration 
ends at 8 tonight. All skill 
levels and divisions available. 
Refundable $1 forfeit fee 
required. For details, contact 
the Rec Center Information 
Desk or call Kelly Karol or 
Scott Arey at 453-1273. 
INTRAMURAL SOCCER: A 
mandatory captain's meeting 
will be held at 4 today in the 
Rec Center Assembly Room 
East All divisions available. 
WeeKt-nd tournamenl play 
begins Saturday. For details, 
call Kellv Karul or Scot Arey 
at 453-1273 
P-4r"lti: Dail)"Eg~'ptr:n;. ~uly 12. '989 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, which continues to resist 
the idea. 
Two reasons usually are given by 
opponents: 
ait would cost too much. Coaches 
would need to recruit more players if 
freshmen couldn't play. 
-Some freshmen are smart enough 
to playa sport and succeed in college at 
the same time. 
Rawlings said an athlete could stay 
in school for five years and compete the 
last four rather than try to mix a . 
varsity sport with academics in his 
freshmen year. 
He said he has threatened to ban 
freshmen from sports at Iowa in three 
years even if other schools refuse to go 
along .. 
&ing it alone has its problems, 
however. 
"You need to do this on a uational 
basis," . said Atwell "That means 
working out the details iU"St. Would all 
s~rts be covered? How costly would it 
be? It's a complicated issue:' 
Another panelist, Rep.' Tom Mc-
Millen, D-Md.; is co-sponsGring a bill 
that would require colleges to report 
•• ~ "_0 ;" • 
each year how many of their athletes 
graduate and bow long it takes. 
But graduation rates can be 
overrated, Patemowarned. . 
"You can put kids throught a lot of 
Mickey Mouse courses so they can 
graduate," he said. "I don't want my 
players-taking those courses. They can 
do better than that." 
Tulane . President Eamon Kelly 
sUI1~ested that television revenues are 
podding colleges to win at any cost, 
even if it means graduating athletes 
w~o can barely read and write. 
'. . .. Pq~~~·~9l'l°f .. ,.;c;. .,~ '_," . '. 
ASSOCIATEDEAN·FORi\.Dl\1]~IS!J.{ATIVE·:SERVICE. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERINGANiifECHNOLOGY 
Southern Illinois University at Catbonda1~~~College()fEJ1gin~ring and Technology invites 
applications for a half-time position of Associate Dean forAdrriinistra~ive Service. The . 
Associate Dean will be responsibl.e for coordinatUigthe' plariningof the:b"udget; the operation, 
upgrading, maintenance and expansion of the physical facilities: and st;aff selection and . 
appointments for the College. The appointee will be the contact person for the College to the 
University's business offices, Campus Services, the SIU Foundation, th.e'Alumni Association, 
Safety Office, Property Control, and all other nOll-academic units of the University. In the 
absence of the Dean, the Associate Dean will represent the College in external functions. The 
Director of the College's Computer Center, technical staff of the electronic and machine shops, 
and the mailroom staff will report directly to the Associate Dean .lor Administrative Service. 
Applicants must be tenured profeswrs or associate professors in the College of Engineering: 
and Technology with administrative and personal relationship skills necessary to assist the 
Dean in the management of the College's operations and budget. 
Applications close on July 28, 1989. 
Send a resume and names of at least three individuals who have agreed to write ietters of 
reference to: 
Chair, Associate Dean Search Committee 
c/o Dean's Office 
College of Engineering and Technology 
Southem lllinois University 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
(-
The individuals, contacted by the applicant are expected ~o send'their le.tters directly and under 
separate cover to the above address .. All material must reach the Committee on or before July 
28, 1989. The.position will be open untilfilled. . 
Southern Illinois Uni,:ersity at Carbondale is an equal opportunity, affinmltive .. action employer. 
Frenchman takes Tour de France lead from leMond 
SUPERBAGNERES, Fran-
ce <UPD - Frenchman 
Laurent Fignon. in an 
unrelenting finish to the 84-
mile stage through the 
Pyrenees, Tuesday took the 
yellow leader's jersey from 
American Greg LeMond in the 
76th Tour de France. 
Robert Millar of Britain 
ca:-ured the stage, sprinting 
pa., t Spain's Pedro Delgado, in 
four hours, 22 minutes, 19 
seconds. 
Fignon, who had been within 
"LeMond didn'f want 
to pursue tl1e break-
aways ... that's 
inadmissable for the 
leader. " 
-t.aurent Fignon 
five sec:Jnds. of LeMond Jle 
last five days, took a seven· 
second lead over the American 
in the overall standings. 
"LeMond didn't want to 
pursue the breakaways," 
Fignon. the TGur of Italy 
winner, said. "I think that's 
inadmissable for the leader, In 
the final kilometer, I chose to 
attack rather than stay with 
LeMond." 
After the stage's four dif-
ficult ciimt.s, including the 
nearly 7,000-foot Col du 
Tourmalet. the ,:de of the race 
changed. 
Delgado, who appeared out 
of contention after a 
distastrous start, moved inte 
fourth overall on the strength 
of his near victory, and was 
just 2: 53 behind Fignon. 
The Spaniard, last year's 
winner, stayed among the 
leaders in the stage for the last 
41 miles, and appeared to have 
the stage won in the finish 
climb to 5,200 feet until Millar 
caught I-,im ill th.. final 
kilometer. 
"I was sure I could beat 
Delgado in the sprint," Millar 
said. "He put a lot into building 
the lead. I really Juld to hold on 
at times. because t1)ere W:iS 110 
let-up." 
Charles Moltet of France. 
the .,toJ)'ranked pro cyclist 
goin! into the tc,ur, was also 
among the paC'e-setters in the 
stage but faded to third at the 
finish. He did move into third 
place overall, 57 seconds 
behind Fignon. 
Wednesday's 96-miles 
Luchon-Blagnac stage in-
cludes several climbs, but 
non .. as foul!'h as on Tuesdav. 
." Swimmertell~ steroid story 
Record-holder says coaches forced athletes to take drugs 
BONr~, West Germany 
<Upo - A former East 
German swimming world 
recod-holder, writing in a 
West German daily Tuesday, 
dmitted to massive use of 
skroids ,by E.ast German 
athletes. 
Christiane Knacke, who in 
1977 became the first women to 
break the one-minute barrier 
for the lOO-meter butterfly, 
said, "Yes, I was doped. But 
not at my own will," in an 
article publisbed in Die Welt. 
"At first I didn't know 
exactly what I was taking, . 
said Knacke, wbo now lives in 
Austria with her husband. 
"But after I saw bow my 
muscles were growing, it 
dawned on me." 
The East German govern-
ment-run daily Neues Deut-
schland angrily rejected 
similar reports in the past few 
weeks and claimed the articles 
were meant to defame East 
Germ~ny. It '!llso accused the 
outspoken athletes of being forced to take "teroids 
"traitors." regularly, and told of two, 
The West German mass- Barbara Krause and Andrea 
circulation BiId paper earlier Pollack. who attributed 
quoted Hans-Georg Aschen- childbearing problems to the 
bach - once East Germany's drugs. 
leading ski jumper - as 
sayini~ virtually aU East "Barbara Krause had two 
German athletes were forced children," said Knacke. "Both 
by t.ainers to take steroids. came into the world deformed -
The four-time World with clubfeet. Andrea Pollack 
Champion and 1976 Olympic had a miscarriage." 
gold medalist named several 
of East Germany's best known Knacke also blamed the 
athletes, including figure drugs for numbness in ber 
skater Katarina Witt, 1984 and right hand and hormonal 
19880Iympicsg~ldmedalist. disorder affecting her 
"I know that she had to dope c'.aughter Jennifer, born in 
herseH," Aschenbach said. He 1003. 
also made similar refereDCt!S She claimed that although 
to swimmer Kristin Otto, she and her teammates 
seven· '~e wbrld champion eventually saw the need to stop 
and winner of six Olympic· using the drugs, their protests 
medals at Seoul, and to javelin were igr::;.ed by trainers. 
star Petra Felke.· "Wher. we were finally fed 
In Tuesday's article, Kruiclce up," said Knacke, "we said we 
claimed several other East won't take any more_ The 
German swimmers were also' answ.erwas, 'Do it or else'." 
Mufflers Brakes 
!1J 8~~· $4 ~~; 
"Rts Many Domestic Cars 
"1 Year Nationwide Warranty 
"Inti ..... new __ or pads. ' .... UIface 
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Reds state neutrality 
:'"'in~Rose vs.GiamaHi'~ evDB Vic Koenig Chevrolet I,,,;:h' Preventive Maintenance 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UP!) -
The Cincinnati Reds have filed 
a brief in U.S. District Court 
professing neutrality in the 
battle between Manager Pete 
Rose and basball Com-
missioner A. Bartlett 
Giamatti. 
The next milestone in the 
battle comes Wednesday, 
when Giamatt:'s lawyers are 
(;1 file briefs explaining why 
the lawsuit Rose filed against 
the· commissioner should be 
decided in federal court. 
Rose is accused of betting on 
baseball, including his own 
team's games. He could be 
suspended for one year if found 
to have bet on baseball games, 
or be banned for life if he bet 
on his own team. 
Rose filed suit in Hamilton 
County Common Pleas Court 
June 18, charging Giamatti 
had already decided he was 
guilty and seeking to forestali 
a June 26 disciplinary bearing. 
Last week, eight days after 
Hamilton County Judge 
Norbert Nadel granted Rose a 
temporary restraining order 
preventing Giamatti from 
holding his hearing, baseball 
filed a notice of removal to 
take the case to federal court. 
Tbe move was strongly 
protested by Ra>e's lawyers 
and U.S. District Judge John 
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Holschub ordered the two sides 
to submit briefs to support 
their positions. Ra>e's lawyers 
will have until next Monday to 
file a response to baseball's 
motion. 
Meanwhile, the Reds, in a 
brief filed Monday, said the 
club has no interest in whether 
the suit is decided in federal or 
state courts. 
y----------------,----_._-----------, I Air Conditioner I Tune-Up : 
I. Special I 4 eyr. - $3 J .95 : 
I $21.95 reg. 42.28 I 6 eyl. - $41.95 f I includes freon I 8 eyl. - $51.95 : 
I Exp: 7-21-89 I Exp: 7-21-89 I L ________________ ~ ________________ ~ 
The Reds were named a . 
defendant in the suit because 
Ra>e's contract is with the 
Reds, who relinquish' their" 
authority in eertain." 
disciplinary matters to the·, 
commissioner, 
Free 27 pt. vehicle inspection with purchase of either coupon specia!, 
. Prevent summer vacation breakdowns before they happen. 
But Reds officials say they' 
have no place in the lawsuit. 
"We are not a neressary 
participant," Reds lawyer 
Robe:"t Martin said. "There 
aM no allegations against us. 
Exp: 7-21-89 
coupons good on most COIS & trucks 
VIC KOENIG ~U::b~n'~~',~n 
Call us: 529-1000 or 997·5470 
Intramural-Recreational Sports 536-5531 
Intramural Sports 
Soccer 
July'15 -16 
Mandatory Captain's Meeting: 
I 
TONIGHT, July 12, 4 p.m. 
SRC Assembly Room East 
Men's women's and co-ree divisions. L Call4!53.i273 for details. 
, Intramural Sports 
Table Tennis 
Intramural Sports 
18 Hole Golf 
Tournament 
Wednesday, July 19 
Register at SRC Info Desk by: 
Monday, July 17, 8 p.m. 
Novice, intermediate and advanced skill Green fees win be paid to t~ course. 
levels available in men's and women's A Peoria Handicap System Will be 
divisions. $1 refundable forfeit fee used to determine wiol' er5 in each lIf 
reql!ired. Call 453-1273 filr details. 3 flights. C.U453·1273 for details. 
Sports' budgets boosted by $149,380 
By Kevin Simpson 
Staff Writer 
SIU-C Athletic Director Jim 
Hart has illcreased the 
operating budgets of all 18 
Saluki spqrts programs for the 
1989-90 fis~ year. 
Hart, beginning his second 
year as athletic director, in-
creased opa-ating budgets of 
individual sports by a 
minimum of 18 percent while 
decreasing the administrative 
budget and maintaining 
support-area budgets, which 
includes training budgets and 
sports information. 
According to a press release 
issued by Intercollegiate 
Athletics, football, volleyball 
and men's and women's 
basketball received increases 
of 20 percent in order to further 
enhance the basketball 
programs and to cover ad-
ditional travel costs for 
football and volleyball this 
season. 
"Fortunately we had a good 
year in fund-rajsing and our 
men's basketball team at-
tracted more fans than ~n-
Sports budget increases 
some difficult decisions when 
it came time to drop the two 
sports from the program, "but 
the other sports are benefitting 
from the move." 
that's happened around here in 
years," Cornell said. "Our 
attoJetes will be just as excited 
as I am once they Jearn of ie' Sport 1988-89 
6asebaI.-___ $ 60,000 
Men's baskeIbaI..._..:.~ 180,000 
YQnen's baskFlbaL. 67,000 
FoocbaI._.':'_ ... ___ . 200,000 
Men'sgolf ______ 12,500 
YQnen'sgol. ___ 12,500 
SoIIbaII.-__ ._. ___ . 37,500 
SwmniYol---.- 50,000 Men's tennis. _____ 12,500 
YIbmen'stennis... ___ 12,500 
Men's1radL. ____ 52,500 
Vt.bmen'slradc __ 41,000 
~----. 36,000 
1989-90 h:raase 
$ 70,800 $10,800 
216,000 36,000 
81,500 13,750 
240,000 40,000 
14,750 2,250 
14,750 2,250 
44,250 6,750 
59,000 9,000 
14,750 2,250 
14,750 2,250 
61,950 9,450 
48,380 7~ 
43,450 7,450 
Charlotte West, associate 
athletic director, said she 
agrees that dropping the 
sports was better for the 
athletics department in the 
longrun. 
"We've dropp-:!d two sports 
programs to provide added 
support to others. All other 
sports in our program 
benefitted to some extent, " 
West said. 
Softball coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer said the in-
crease will help in scheduling 
more games in the future. "We 
can do some things in the 
future that we couldn't do 
before, " she said. 
Doug Ingram, head coach 
for the men's and women's 
swimming teams, also said he 
was happy about the in-
creases. 
"It won't change our travel 
habits any, but it should 
definitely help out recruiting 
efforts," Ingram saId. 
roTA! 5 $774,750 $924,330 $149,380 
Although records prior to 
1979 are no longer available, it 
is absolutely the first time 
since then that every sport has 
received budget increases, 
according to the press release. 
"We've lost a few out-
standing prospects because we 
were forced to cut comers 
while other universities were 
able to offer more attractive 
scholarsbips and beat us on 
several toppeoplP-," Ingram 
said, adding, "more im-
portantly, however, is that U's 
a reversal of a national trend 
and that's exciting to know it's 
happeningatSIU." 
Now!S: Man's & wtmen's &Wim1i1goambiled. TIiEk i1ctIdes ClOss Coldy leanS. The increased budgets are 
. expected to aid SIU-C in 
recruiting top-flight athletes. 
ticipated, which· increased 
ticket revenue $100,000 over 
what was projected," Hart 
said. "Primarilytbese two 
happenings, plus the fact we 
eliminated two sports 
(gymnastics and field 
bockey>, allowed us to boost 
budgets." 
Bill Cornell, bead coach of 
men's track and field 
programs, said he ",as ex-
tremely pleased about the 
situation. . 
Hart said he had to make . "It's the most exciting thing 
Freshmen eligibility topic 
of Capitol Hill discussion 
WASHINGTON (SHNS) - Scandals 
in college athletics are forcing coaches 
and educators to take a new look at. 
proposals to prohibit freshmen from 
I!C)mpeting in big-time varsity sports_ 
Recruiting violations have become so 
flagrant, and graduetion rates so low, 
that some critics say college sports are 
a money-making sideshow rather than 
a legitima te campus activity. 
"The whole thing could fall apart if 
something isn't 'lone," says Hunler 
Rawlings, presi';OOt of the University 
of Iowa. 
first and then you can play ball. We've 
got a major problem with over-
emphasis GO sports.'!.. .•.• 
Rawlings said making freshmen 
ineligible is far. from a dead issue, 
despite the fact iliat most aUU~t\c 
directors oppose it. 
"The best predictor of college suc-
cess is how a student does in his 
freshman year," he told the Council for 
Advancement and Support of 
Education at an assembly here 
sponsored by the Graduate School of 
Journalism at Columbia University. 
SIaII' PbaIo t¥ JaM WI9MI' 
~ In the National YOUh Spons Program QIl1) take part In a touch 
football galle at McAndrew Stadium. The amp, which Is affiliated wah the 
National Collegiate Athletics AsSOciation, began June 12 and ends this 
weekend. 
Rawlings said Tuesday he's tired of 
"just tinkerir:g" with tighter admission 
standards to keep out athletes with 
. poor academic records. He said he 
wants to go back to the days when 
freshmen were ineligible to play on 
varsity teams. 
"We've got to send a mP.SSage," he 
said. "The message is to be a student 
"I agree completely. Make freshmen 
ineligible," said Penn State football 
coach Joe Paterno. 
Rawlings and Paterno were two of 15 
panelists who cast a critical eye on the 
athletic scandals at schools like 
Oklahoma and Kentucky and the 
Philosophical differences? No way! 
~'\.,;,;; Fromthe 
, .... t Press Box 
... -... J Sean 
; . ~ Hannigan 
Doug Collins was fired from 
the Bulls because he had 
"philosophical" differences 
with General Manaeer Jerry 
Krause and owner Jerry 
Reinsdorf. 
No further reason was given 
to last week's shocker. 
Perhaps that means that 
after agreeing on the merits of 
the full court press they had a 
sharp disagreement in 
metaphysical theory. When 
grea t philosophers like 
ReinsdOl f and Collins ge': 
together to discuss Kant there 
can be no room for 
disagrecment. 
ApparentlY, former 
assistant Bulls' coach Phil 
.Jackson is :u harmonic con-
vergence with the bosses and 
is then-fore the l>est man to 
lake o\'er as head coach. 
f',,~e ~(/. Daiiy Egyptian. July 12. \989 
Collins should have little 
trouble fInding a new place of 
employment. He is young, 
energetic and has a keen 
basketball mind. H be wants, 
he will be coaching an NBA 
team or manning a broadcast 
booth within a year. 
Collins held the reigns as the 
Bulls improved immensely in 
his three years, including last 
year's playoff triumphs. Yet, 
the Bulls felt that a change was 
necessary. They decided to 
avoid problems that they saw 
ahead. 
Despite the lack of reasons 
given for the Collins' canning, 
there are some legitimate 
reasons to think that this was a 
wise manuever. Jackson will 
make the Bulls a better team 
next year than they would 
have'b.een under Colli~. 
Collins won fewer games last 
year than the 50 in· the 87-88 
season despite having the 
atlvantage of playing two new 
franchise teams and a Bird-
less Celtics team. The ax was 
poised. 
Then the Bulls up~et 
Cleveland and New York in the 
playoffs and was the only team 
that made the Pistons per-
spire. That made it more 
difficult to fire Collins and 
invited speculation what would 
happen had they beat the 
Pistons. . 
Reinsdorf and Krause 
witnessed a team that was on 
the edge of a championship. 
But the question was how 
much of the success was the 
Michael Jordan show? 
A lot. There were good 
games by Bill Cartwright and 
Horace Grant, but it was the 
Jordan "air show" most of the 
time. Y'ithout his move to 
point-guard in the playoffs, the 
Bulls would have been 
smothereci by Cleveland as 
they were In the regular 
season. 
The Bulls' management 
dropped the ax, according to 
Sam Smith, a Chicago Tribune 
reporter who covers the Bulls, 
because Reinsdorf feared that 
Collins was a walking time 
bomb that could shatter all the 
progress that he and the club 
had made with bully tactics 
that stemmed from his 00. 
See BULlS, Page 18 
See FROSH, Page 18 
New aU-sports daily tabloid 
could be out by year's end 
NEW YORK (SHNS) -
Americans are crazy about 
sports. They love the joy of 
victory, the agony of defeat, 
the roar of the crowd. So 
why not give them what 
they want - a newspaper 
with nothing but sports? 
Not just once a week or 
once a month, but every 
day. Baseball, football, 
basketball, the best stories, 
the best columns, the best 
writers; enough ninth-
inning rallies, 6O-yard runs 
and game-winning shots to 
make fans stand up and 
cheer. 
A new sports daily 
newspaper called The 
National is to be on the 
streets by Christmas. Or 
early next year. 
"It's a curious thing," 
says Peter Price, president 
and publisher of the new 
tabloid, "but we've never 
had a daily newspaper that 
is strictly sports. This is no 
experiment. We're going to 
do it now." 
The plan is to start with 
New York, Chicago and Los 
Angeles. Then, one by one, 
Price hopes to move into 25 
other major markets where 
a sports newspaper can 
compete for attention with 
the metropolitan dailies, 
with television, with all the 
distractions of big-city life. 
The National will publil::h 
six days a week, Sunday 
through Friday, mostly 
street sales, charging 50 
cents a copy. For that, 
you'll be getting 32 pages, 
maybe 48 if the paper really 
takes off. 
The sports daily, Price 
says, will be "immediate 
gratification" for hard-core 
fans, especially the fanatics 
who haunt the ballparks or 
glue themselves to TV sets 
for hours on end. 
